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·A tlanta's hridge(s) falling down
by Sheila Countryman
Editor

Drinkwater said there were offers made to fly Hammond to a
dentist in Spokane or Seattle or to
bring his dentist from Atlanta,
Georgia to Idaho. Drinkwater added that before anything could be
worked out Hammond hopped on a
plane to Georgia.

When lead singer Ronny Hammond lost part of his dental bridge,
Atlanta Rythym Section (ARS)
cancelled their concert that was to
highlight Homecoming weekend.
According to Phil Patterson,
concert and film coordintator, l)e
It looked for awhile that
received a phone call at approximately 1: 15 p.m. on Friday from something might take a turn for
the Empire Agency, the represen- the better becuase the rest of the
tatives of ARS, saying Ronny group and production crew didn't
Hammond had lost part of his den- leave Moscow immediately.
tal work and the concert might be
-cancelled. There were also reports
But by 2: 00 p.m. Patterson and
that Hammond may have swallow- Drinkwater were searching for a
ed part of the dental bridge.
group to replace ARS.
Patterson then contacted John Patterson contacted the Bette Kay
Drinkwater, director of Student agency who tried to get such acts
Activities, about the problem and as Johnny Winter, Tim Weisberg,
they called the University of Idaho Tower of Power, Hi-fi: featuring
(where AR$ was scheduled to play Ian Mathews, Elvin Bishop and
Friday night) to find out more many others. Only after all
details.
. possibilities of getting a replace-

ment group were exhausted did, the damages were extenstve
A.S.C. decide,to cancel the concert. because it was 'Homecoming and
because it was _the second such in·
Drinkwater said by Friday over . cident (the Ramones concert was
2,700 tickets were sold. "There was cancelled last year). Both Patterover $20,000 in the bank and we son and Drinkwater said they felt
were confident a sellout was at students would be reluctant to buy
hand."
concert tickets in the future
According' to the contract Cen- because of these incidents.
tral was to pay ABS after the concert but Drinkwater figures A.S.C.
Late Friday, Drinkwater receivlost $3500-5000 on the cancellation.
ed a telegram from the manageNot only a monetary loss was men t of ARS which cited
conswned but seven months of paragraph 15 of their contract
negotiating and planning by Pat- which reads: Force Majeure
terson and other members of the
B.0.D. was also lost.
If any member of ARS shaU
When asked if a lawsuit was pro- become ill or incapacitated, ARS
bable against ARS, Drinkwater shall not be required tQ perform
stated, "Our feeling (A.S.C.) is the engagement, in which in-that they were going to discuss the . stance, any monies paid by the
matter with the Assistant Attorney purchase shall be returned forGeneral.
thwtih and neither _party to this
Patterson also commented that agreement nor ARS shall be under

any further obligation to each
other for any further performance.
Drinkwater feels the circumstances of Hammond's illness
~ didil't prevent him from playing
- the concert. _"Something could
have been done but Hammond
wouldn't listen, he got on the plane
and left."
Patterson feels ARS let the student body of Central down and they
. should have to pay for it.
Drinkwater said, "They (ARS)
indicated an interest in making
things right but didn't know if the
concert would be rescheduled."
When asked if another concert
: was being planned for the near
· future Drinkwater said, "No, we
need to clear this hurdle first- this
setback destroys any margin of
. loss in the budget."

Candith t es night slated for Oct. 28
The Ellensburg League of
Women Voters will cooperate with
the. CWU Center of Women's
Studies to present Candidates'
Night Oct. 28 at 7 p.m. in the
Ellensburg Public Library.
An open forum will bring the
public face to face with the candidates on local and state issues.
The next day, Oct: 29, features a
lecture entitled "The State of the
Women's Movement: Feminism in
Politics" in CWU's Grupe Conference Center at 7: 30 p.m. Prof.

Thomas Kerr, a member of CWU's
political science faculty, will
describe the wide spectrum of the
feminist movement in America,
focusing on political issues like
ERA, economic interests and
health care.
·
The CWU Center of Women's
Studies, directed by Dr. Madge

Young, is an interdisiplinary pro- the quarter for those who want to
gram with an emphasis on share their ideas and interests with
understandiiig contemporary and others.
historical problems of both men
Two of this quarter's groups will
and women.
focus on self awarness and the reentry,woman. The latter is aimed
According to Dr. Young, "The
Women's Study Center is a good
'place to go to study, talk or meet
with people who have an interest in
Love your library? Or your
feminist concerns."
librarian? Want to turn devotion
into dollars? The Washington State
A Women's Studies-sponsored
National Library Week Committee
workshop on self-defense will be
invites adults who live in
Nov. 5 from 7-9 p.m. in the Grupe
Washington State, including high
Conference Center, conducted by
school students, to enter its "Love
Jenett B. Halvorson, director of
Libraries" contest. One hunded
the Rape Prevention Forum in the
dollars will be awarded for the best
Seattle-Everett area. The .
theme. or slogan to promote
workshop will cover myths abo\lt
libraries state-wide. The prize
rape, verbal ass~rtiveness and
money has been donated by the
basic defense techniques to preWashington Library M~dia
vent or deal with an assault.
Association {WLMA), a professional
library association. Contest
The Central Women's Center
entry
deadline
is Dec. 15, 1980. Enalso offers rap groups throughout

at older women who are returning ihave problems returning to school,
to college after a number of years ;getting into the swing of studying
'and competing with younger
away from school.
students. It is important for them
Dr. Yowig, who recently con- :to be able to discuss their problems
ducted a survey on the re-entry ':with othehl! in the same group:"
woman, said: "Re-entry women

Turn devotion into dollars
. tries should be mailed to the
Washington State Library, AJ-11,
Olympia, 98504.
Entries will be judged on their
adaptibility for use in various
· types of libraries (public, school,
university, college and special);
flexibility for use in mass media
and in promotional materials of all
types; freshness or originality;
clarity of message; impact of
message, and ease of reproduction. Entry blanks are being sent to
·public and to academic libraries
including
CWU
Library,
Ellensburg Public Library, and

Ellensb91'g High School. _
The entry blank prl>vides
guidelines for developing useable
library tbemes and slogans, and
may be photocopied to- accommodate additional entries.
Sue Fontaine, NLW Coordinator,
Washington State Library says the
contest comes as a direct reponse
. to a resolution of the 1979 Governor's Conference on Library and
lnf<mnation Services which called
for activities to develop greater
·public · awarene~s o~ library ser.vi~es and resourt'"~:S.
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CWU's playground safety
questioned
by Charles K. Lwanga
Having time off for leisure activity or exercise is a basic human
need, but if the facility offered for
the exercise becomes dangerous as
to serve the purpose, the logic
behind the leisure activity may be
questionable.
One of Central's recreation
facilities is in such bad shape the
lives of users are in immmediate
danger. It is the playground
located directly behind P.A.
Getz/G.P. Short students' apartments by 8th Avenue and Sprague
Street.
A visit by the Crier revealed that
although the playground is supposedly restricted to the use of the
apartments' residents, and a warning is posted to this effect, access
to the ground is by three open
gates. These gates are never closed nor guarded to keep trespassers
out.
But what about safety standards? The equipment used at the

playground is completely unsafe.
There are two swing sets, both of
which are very old and in need of
replacement or urgent repair. One
of the sets has broken metal and is
unbalanced on the ground. The
chains on the seats are out of proportion, with wood still used as
seats. The legs of the swing sets
are cemented, but not buried
underground, making injury, in .
the event of an accidental fall, a
serious possibility.
Another game offored at the
playground is the slide. The slide
equipment, however, lacks two
bars which should be mounted on
both sides of the slide. The bars
should protrude some way down, to
protect the user from falling during the sliding process. The steps
on the equipment lack gripping
tape to hold one's feet on climbing
the slide. At the exact spot where
one starts the sliding process,
metal is ripping off and is 1ust
ready to tear one's flesh. Mounteu

•

continued on pg. 24

ROTC 1ne1nher claints
draft i1n1noral

chastised the high court for allow- households include children.
ing the use of Illinois' fornication
Mrs. Jarrett was divorced from
law to create a presumption of Walter Jarrett in Chicago four
harm to the children.
years ago. She was awarded
IOWA CITY, Iowa (CH) -No one
Fornication is a legal term to custody of the couple's three
describe sexual relations between daughters, now ages 16, 14, and 11. knows the number of young men
persons not married to each other.
In early 1977, Mrs. Jarrett told who didn't register for the draft as
Such relations are outlawed in her ex-husband, who saw his a matter of principle.
But at the University of Iowa, at
many states.
daughters regularly, that Wayne
least
one young man falls into that
Brennan's bristling opinion said Hammond would be moving in
category
- even though he's a
Mrs. Jarrett cannot be presumed with her and the children.
member of the Reserve Officer
unfit to raise her children
"because she is a lawbreaker, for
Jarrett went to court and even- 'rraining Corps (ROTC) and plans
surely such a presumption would tually won custody of the girls. The to make the Army his career.
Randy Grant, a UI junior, didn't
be irrationally over-broad.'' His State Supreme Court, in a ruling
register
because he believes the
opinion noted a 1978. U.S. Census last Dec. 20, said Mrs. Jarrett
draft
is
immoral.
"It's a form of
report that showed 1.1 million ·should lose custody because of the
households are composed of an un- "potential future harmful effects" slavery or involuntary servitude ...
married man and woman, and that Mrs. Jarrett's lifestyle might have I believe it's wrong to force someone to do anything against his
more than one-fourth of those on her children.
will.'' he says.

. H~alt'1 for the whole you

A multitude of displays, exhibits
and information booths will be part
of the "H~alth for the Whole You"
health fair and blood drive being
held -in the Samuelson Union
Building, Oct. 29. The fair, sponsored by CWU's Health Education
Department and the Associated
Students of Central, will run from
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

•

beside the slide equipment, is an
old basketball hoop--but the net is
missing and the board on which the
hoop is mounted is broken. Set that
aside, the entire site is so much
bare to facilitate a safe basketball
game.
The Office of Housing and
Maintenance is "solely responsible" for looking after the
playground. While admitting the
playground is ''in really bad
shape", Jake Harris, the supervisor of Housing and Maintenance
and Perry Rowe, the housing
manager of Getz/Short Apartments showed surprise. "Nobody
has ever contacted us about the
state of the playground until you
came to us,'' they both stated amid
reflections of innocence, adding
that the grass at the playground
was just neatly mowed and the legs
of one ')f the swing setc;; <'Pmented
last summer.

Fornication causes mother to
lose custody of children
WASHINGTON AP-The Supreme
Court, over vigorous dissents,
refused on Monday to help an 11linois woman who lost custody of
her children because she has a
live-in boyfriend.
By a 6-3 vote, the court left intact
an Illnois Supreme Court ruling
that gave custody of Jacquelirie
Jarrett's three daughters to her exhusband.
Mrs. Jarrett's appeal fell one
vote short of the four needed to
grant full Supreme Court review of
her case. Justices William J. Brennan Jr~, Thurgood Marshall and
Harry A. Blackmun voted to hear
her arguments.
In a dissenting opinion for
himself and Marshall, Brennan ·

The SUB will be the site of tests
information exchanges and hands~
on demonstrations by more than 20
local, county, and state health
agencies.

According to co-chairpersons
Julie Vaughn-Pitt and Janet
Adams, films and speakers
scheduled from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

by Burke Collier

will draw attention to total health
as the balanced state of a per~ons
Itlental, emotional, spirtual,
physical and social functions.

A campus blood drawing will
also be part of the day's activities
in the SUB ballroom from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. sponsored by the Red
Cross and CWU.

Those beliefs don't interfere with
his membership in the ROTC or his
commitment to the Army after
graduation, says Grant. His views
about the draft are simply part of
his Libertarian philosophy. As
founder of the Hawkeye Libertarians, he is committed enough to
his principles to go on record in the
UI" student newspaper - even
though such a public statement
could lead to a confrontation with
the Selective Service in October,
when that agency begins contacting those 19 and 20-year-old men
who didn't register.

Fegley named Youth chairman
Colleen Fegley has been named
Youth for Reagan Chairman here
at Central. The appointment was
announced by the Youth for
Reagan Chairman for Washington,
Jim Nagle.
Commenting on her appointment
Fegley said, "I feel that the United
States is beginning to be looked

down upon in international matters, due to Carter's incompetence.
Now is the time to elect Ronald
Reagan and strengthen our international reputation. I'm excited
about the Reagan youth effort and
its positive impact in this campaign".

~age3

·F ew people in really
good h-e alth
CamJlllS. Digfir News Service

gastrointestinal complaints-just not
Do you think of good health as
feeling good. Too many of us have
merely the absence of illness?
become used to feeling 'OK, not bad'
Dr. Harold Bloomfield, a nationor ,'all right' as normal and part of
wide lecturer, author, and director _of
life. It seems the best we can do."
North County Holistic Health Center
However, Bloomfield, a
in San Diego, Calif., says that a
psychiatrist who calls himself a
healthy person has a lot more going
"stretch" instead of a "shrink", says
for him than just the absence of pain.
each of us can design our own holistic
In fact, Dr. Bloomfield has come up
health program. How do we start?
· with a portrait of the REALLY
This is a subjei;t he takes up clearly
healthy person. Here it is:
and effectively in his new book "In"Physically trim and fit, full of ner Joy" (Wyden Books). What we
energy and 'igorous, free from minor
must do first, he says, is quit trying to
complaints such as headaches, conforce negative health habits out, and
stipation, indigestion and insomnia,
instead, concentrate on starting new
rarely gets tired, has radiant skin,
POSITIVE ones.
.
hair and eyes, free from destructive
"For example," he explains, ·~take
health habits such as smoking, over- up jogging, meditation, or psychoeating, and excessive drinking, men- calisthentics, and you'll get into a
tally alert and able to concentrate,
lifestyle where you•re suddenly feeling
clear-headed, active and creative,
more pleasure from your body~ Then
able to relax easily, free from anxiety you 'II find that cigarettes don't taste
and worry, self-assured, confident, as-good anymore, you 'U realize you
and optimistic, satisfied with work don't feel as awake and bright after
and the direction of his life, able to
two cocktails, or you'll start to b_ear
respond to challenge, able to create the little voice inside telling you when
the life he wants rathe~ than re.spon- to leave the table. You won.'t have to
ding to what seems tQ happen, able to force it."
enjoy a sense of well-being amidst
adversity' satisfied with love and
ual relationships, able to be selfassertive, fulfilled at peace with
himself and contributing to the lives
of others."
Robert Yee, political science
According to Bloomfield, only 6 dept., has been selected as a parpercent of us live anywhere near this ticipant in the National Science
state '>f optimal health. Yet 80 per- Foundation Chautauqua-type short
cent of us who go to generaJ practi- course titled "Recent Advances in
tioners .have no definable orga_nic il- ,Genetic and Fetal Development:
lness.
Biological
and
Social
He explains, "We're really suffer- Implication8." Sessions will be
ing from the symptoms of stress, or held at the Oregon Graduate
rather distress, such as excessive .Center for study and Research this
fatigue, low back pain_, month and next February.

sex-

Just hanging around at Heheler school

Yee selected
for course

Remember Milk
The
One
For
Open
Value
1pm-7pm
Mon-Sat

COMPARE OUR MILK PRICES
2%
112 Gallon
ss~

Gtade A

112 Gallon

81'

Pasturized/Homogenized·

Whole

112 Gallon

. 85~

located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion

411 w. 11111 •• 121-1121
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Hostages Will
haveto wait
by Scott Collier

Poor Irrui. Since the takeover·of themselves involved in a war with
the American Embassy, that coun- Iraq, which they were not
try has been losing one thing after prepared to fight. This conflict has
another. First they lost their · taken the last asset Iran had; their
government. They still haven't got oil industry. They couldn't be hapit under control. One day President PY until they had ruined this last
Banni Sadr seems to be doing all sign of the western world in their
t~ 1e talking, then Prime Minister land. They have the good fortune to
Rajai is contradicting him. And be sitting on the world's richest
what ever happened to resource. It was easier then grow. Gotsbez.edhi? Then there's ing money on trees, (you have to ·
Ayatollah whats-his-name, who water trees). But instead of using
can't make up his mind about this gift of the earth to make their
anything, including what it is that · country strong, they have used it to
makes a true Moslem.
: blackmail the western countries.
Iran bas also lost all institutions 1 Now that Iraq has destroyed their
of higher teaming. The once rich free money source, Iran must try
Iranian economy is no more. No to make deals with the west to get
more free tuitions and no more their frozen assets, worth several
well paid professors. AU construe- billion dollars, out of hock.
·
tion of housing and business
So its hostage time again. Prime
buildings bas come to a screaming Minister Rajai, who has choosen to
halt. 1be· old Shah may have been ignore ·United Nations req~ests in
cruel to a lot of Iranian people, but the past, now comes to New York
he was making Iran ·a twentieth to plea Iran's case. This is where
century country. His ideas and pr~ he should haye started six months
jects should have continued, . in- ago. But instead of trying to make
eluding good relations with the friends, he comes on with more ficUnited States. But the Iranians tional Irainian propaganda about
went from badleadershiptoworse. the U.S. supporting Iraq, and goes
They critized the U.S. for suppor- on about our five AWACS planes in
ting the shah. But would it have · Saudi Arabia. Well, we should have
been proper for us to .try and known he would ignore the real
depose the man? That would really issues. He ran through the typical
have been meddling in Iran's af- anti-shah speech and showed us .his
fairs.
over and there's nothing anyone
Now they have managed to get . can do about it now. The U.S. has

A

e

shown it is anxious to help Iran ff Kohmeinei or · Banni Sadr or . . volve Jordon, Saudi Arabia, and
only they would stop this ridiculous · Gotsbezedhi ! That's a pretty good Kuwait. The best thing we could do
"bate America" stuff and send a idea, I'm glad Rajai is holding with to help the situation is continue to ..
few innocent people home, so what the self-destructive tradition that hold back Iran's assets ·and
do they do? Accuse us of helping seems to be popular in Iran these military equipment. Let Iraq
Iraq.
days. I'm sure we wouldn't have defeat Iran. We couldn't do any
worse with them. The important
How many Soviet anns must , thought of doing that on our own.
they see to figure out that we are
I don't think the U.S. should send factor here is to mimimize Soviet
not helping Iraq? Maybe they do Iran any help at all. The few influence over Iraq. The sooner the
have a good point with this helping friends we have in the Mid-east are war ends, the sooner we can see oil
Iraq, they ~ould probably overrun for Iraq. It would not be very wise coming from that region again,
Teheran-and overthrow their for us to give arms or money to and it would have taken no
screwball government-then we Iran so that they might prolong American lives to stabilize the Percould get our hostages back and this war. This would increase the sian Gulf again.
n~t have to worry about Rajai or chance of expanding the war to en-

crawling up their arm.
McGillen: Well, I think we could start off by changing the name. How
about Death Canal? Or maybe Future-Mutant Canal. Something along .
that line.
Q.. As long as we're on the subject of toxic chemicals, I'm sure our
readers would like to know where you stand on this Toxic Schock Syndrome issue.
·
Smith: Toxic Shock Syndrome has the height Abdul Jabbar and the
Q. World affairs are always on the publics mind, so let's start there. What moves of Jamaal Wilkes, he's a player you can RELY on.
McGillen: That's all we need, another Jane Fonda thriller.
do you think we should do about the hostages being held in Iran?
Q.. Another issure our readers might be interested in is the latest
Smith: What hostages?
McGillen: I thought that President Carter's plan to trade jet-fighter research just released about cancer and the pill.
Smith: I think it could be the turning point of civilization, no longer will
parts for them was ridiculous. Perhaps a couple of video-recorders and a
microwave oven- or better y~t, how about Anita Bryant and all the He have to worry about population control- what the pill doesn't stop, ...
won't live long anyway.
orange juice they can drink.
Q.. Turning to something a little closer to home, lets take a look at that old . McGillen: It really ha.d no effect on me because my wife is a nun.
polluter herself, according to Ronald Reagan anyway, Mount St. Helens. Q.. While we're on the subject of mentioning usu.a lly unmentionable
things, how do you feel about the coverage George Brett got concerning
What would you suggest be done about cleaning up that mess?
Smith: I think that the site of St. Helens should be used to build a scale his hemorroids?
Smith: George plays a lot better when his hemorroidS are covered.
model of Hiroshima- thereby saving the taxpayers millions of dollars in
McGillen: Like George said, it's all behind him now.
the next world war.
·
McGillen: We might try putting a scoop of the stuff in the pocket of each Q•. And speaking of tough, those poor Central football players have been
taking it hard again this year. In regards to their last game, what do you
illegal alien we deport back to Mexico.
Q•. And speaking of messes, this Love Canal toxic wastes problem is star- think about the teams execution?
Smith: I think it's a good idea.
ting to get out of hand, don't you think?
McGillen: Ditto.
Smith: The problem is definitely out of hand, and now appears to be

Because those of us who are away at college sometimes find ourselves
isolated from the mainstream of life, we decided to ask two of our more
learned CWU students to share these opinions about the state of several
key issues concerning us all.
Ted Smith (Wenatchee class of 7? ), sports editor for the Crier and Matt
McGillen, who happened to wander into the Crier offices one day and
hasn't found his way out yet, have a~reed to share their views with us.

z·

sa tzra ca ·
look at
life
·
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Recycle for fun arid profit
If every beverage container in · In that the aluminum industry curthis state was to be recycled it rently uses one-third of the Pacific

would save enough energy to heat Northwest's electricity, the poten100,000 Washington homes each · tial savings by recycling is apyear. Due to this great potential for parent. Recycling of steel and
. preserving natural resources and : paper also saves considerable
energy through recycling, our energy. These materials require
community leaders have pledge<I only about half the energy,to recystrong support for Recycling cle as does the initial process.
Public Awareness Week this week.
U.S. consumption
Kittitas County is currently
generating 50 tons of solid waste
high
each day, with most of this coming
from Ellensburg. All of this
Energy is the major reason to
phenomenal quantity - around 4 recycle but the list does not stop
pounds per person- must
be there. With only 7 percent of the
' transported 18 miles east of . world's population the United .
Ellensburg to Ryegrass landfill.
States is currently consuming
almost one-haH of its raw inRecycling goes
dustrial materials. Tin, which has
a long way
been considered a strategic
resource by the Defense DepartThis type of .of disposal requires · ment for the last 7 years, has its ona variety of natural resources in its : ly domestic source.in the tin can- a
manufacture, distribution, and·: tin can is 99 percent steel and one
eventual disposal. Recycling goes . percent tin. These facts all allude
a long way in minimizing that to·the basic rationale for recycling.
material usage.
·
Aluminrim is a particularly stun- Why throw awa, · increasingly
ning example. This metal needs scarce resources : 1e to poll ti cal,
only 5 percent of the energy to social and environmental costs,
recycle that is required by the when they could be readily reoriginal processing from bauxite. used?

From a strictly environmental
quality perspective recycling also
has positive benefits. The recycling of a product generates substantially lesser pollutant and uses less
water than the initial processing.
On a local communinty level
recycliag can bringmoney into the
econorr y as w~ become more
energy efficieni.. If we view our
garba:!ge as a resource, and sell it as
such, we will derive money income
· from anything we send back
through the industrial process!
rather than to the dump.

policy which came out this summer is that there will no longer be
any continuous pay over break
periods \\,'.hich are 30 days or more
in length. This may affect your
plans to attend summer school
· since you will be paid only through
Aug. 21st. Payment will cease until
you begin fall quarter '81 classes.
There will be no need for a $50
pre-payment for fall quarter since
there will be no continuous payment over the break. You can still
apply for advance payment for fall
quarter '81 when you lere campus
in June or during summer'quarter.
The deadline for advance payment
requests will be Aug. 1st.

Household .recycling

potential benefits of recycling is
apparent when viewing all of the
facts. Included in the effort will be
the showing of a couple of movies
tonight at. Fifth Avenue·~enter, 306
North Main,. at 7:30 p.m ..
Refreshments· and discussion will
follow the movies. Posters, radio
and T. V. spots and buttons have
been distributed around town and
there is a. display at the Public
Library all week.

Utilizing household food or plant
Responsible
wastes is also an important aspect
of recycling. · Much of these
vs.
materials can simply be placed in
wasteful
compost pile or bin and thus proRecycling is a workable idea. InAttitudes about waste avide
excellent humus-enriching dividuals though must be willing to
fertilizer for our gardens.
take the responsibility and speak
ln -many ways we as the public,
Household materials such as titt out against excessive wasteful
and individuals, will have to make cans, aluminum cans, newspaper, practices in the home and in- .
the choice for a more energy and cardboard, motor oil, glass con- dustry.
ecologically aware lifestyle. Some tainers and scrap metal are the
manufacturers are moving towarC: main substance of recycling. Much
more . sensible . packages with of this material is 11ot oriented for Depot information
ecological consideration in mind. re-use or recycling as much as it
The Recycling Depot is open
and large though, the trend is potentially could be.
towards the use of greater quanfrom 12 to 6 p.m. Tues. through
tities of materials as a method of
The RSVP Recycling Depot with Sat.. They accept aluminum,
creating an attractive eye- the support of the City Council has western brand beer bottles, glass,
catching package. In changing initiated Recycling Public newspaper; scrap metal, C!ar battheir attitudes about waste, people Awareness Week. This need ·to teries and more. For more inforwill no ~<nger be led into buying the make the community aware of the mation ·call 962-9449.

By

VA cuts co.ntin uo us pay

An important change in VA

products with the most razzledazzle presentation, but will be
distinctly against them, preferring ·
the streamlined efficient model. If
there isn't one, then informing the
manufacturers we are not buying
their products due· to excessive
packaging may effect a change.

,~:~t.~:~~::ib:~:?-:$,;w~'*'·~"*=·::;~·::t.-::t·::t.-:.::t.-:.:.:~>>>.~
~ ; ;~

~;~~

Help Save Valuable Resources . .
Concerning your program for blems in this area and the results
this school year, one important · have been substantial over- :=:::=: Tues-Sat.
Noon-6 p.m •. :~~~i:
thing to remember is that VA will payments to the veterans which :::::::
~:
pay for Classes only if the credits were then deducted from subse- :::::::
~:.:::
apply to your program. You are quent benefits checks.
:::::::
~
responsible for your own program
If you wish to take a course :;:;:;:
:::::::
and should be aware of the re- which does not fit into re- ::::::=
ITE'MS ACCEPTED:
:::.:::
quirements to obtain your par- quirements it must be taken in ad- ::::::: .
=
ticular degree.
, dition to the 12 credits required for :::::::
.•..
If you are in doubt of a course fulltime. ·
:.::::::.
newspapers
car hatten·es
····
..
::~:::
you should consult with thL
:.::::.=.:
.
.
.
:::::::
Academic Advising Center located
··•··
motor oil
·•·····
. tin cam
glass
:·:.:·:
in the SUB Student Services. The ,..
,
• •
==~===
:::::::
vA Office on campus will check the
...
=~=
:::=:::
COurSeS YOU register for each ('ampu.•· Digesl News Service
cardboanl
:~::
scrap metal
quarter but we cannot always be
JOHN DAVIDSON worth $7 .5
~=~==
certain that they meet the re- million? Some think not. ·
~::
quirements. Past audits by the VA
Davidson reportedly will receive $1
··~·
aluminum-20cAb.
Regional Office have revealed pro- million the first year, and then his
:::-$
salary· is increased by $250,000 each
==i:==
western hnind beer hottles-30c/case
year for the next four years.
==~..:.:: .
..
:::...
And who said that talk is cheap? .·:···:.·
:·..·:
-:~::·
Obviously nofJohn Davidson.
.:::::::
.f)7
W.
Fourthnear
Kitti.1as
St.
962-94.49
·
·
Library .
_:::::::
·::;:;::
._ . Those interested in attending
may register the day of the
workshop at the North Auditorium
of the Federal Building. Further
.information may be obtained by
·calling VA at 442-7200 or SBA at
442-4436.
Toll free lines from other
Washington communities to the
Seattle VA office may be found in
local telephone directories.

Recvcling Depot

·_. : _.= ·.~- :~·

...

...

Personalities...

..

VA business workshOp
A business' workshop for Vietnam Era veterans and others interested in starting or operating a
business will be held in Seattle,
Wednesday, Oct., 29, at the
Federal Office Building, 915 Second Avenue.
The session from 8: 30-3: 30 p.m.
is jointly sponsored by the
Veterans Administration and
Small Busiiiess Administration in
cooperation with the Seattle Public

~ ~:~: -(~: -: ~t:-: ~:~: -: ~K·=:~;: ·~ :;: -: ;:;: ·: ;:;: ·: ;:;: -: ~;: ·=~:;: ·=~:;: ·: ;~: -~?.: -: ;:;: -: ;t:·: ;:;: -: ;~: ·=~:~: ·:~j~

UGLY BEAR TA VERN

Bring your ·hunger and thirst on down
SUNDAY: free pool
MONDAYI .free popcorn

TUESDAY: free. popcorn
WEDNESDAY: free pool
FRIDA Y';AND
SA.TURDA Y:, Schoo·n ers 3

I

for $1..00
pitcher ~l.75~. until 7:00

FOOSBALL,
POOL TABLES,
4 PINBALL MACHINES
Oly, Hamms and :Falstaff on tap

e h~ve all your eyeglass needs
Gallery Of Fine Frames

MODERN OPTICAL
925-9611
430 N. Sprague

Ill

KEGS AND PONY KEGS TO GO
Hours 11-2 Mon.-Sat.
2-2 Sun.
West 3rd /Fresh Made. Sandwiches 925-4602
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Hiking weather ideal
Recreationists can now enjoy the
profuse yellows, oranges and reds
prevalent in all areas of the
district. Cool, but sunny weather
presents ideal conditions for
hikers. Shaggy mane and boletus
mushrooms can still be found
along .trails and roads.
Most cattle have been removed
from the district; however, strays
may remain in some areas. It will
be appreciated if all sightings are
reported to the Ranger Station or
•to any forest patrol. The location

and description of cattle will be
helpful.

daily for precaution information;

All district campgrounds remain
open, but the water systems have
all been shut down for the season.
It is hoped that the new Taneum
access will be completed by Nov.1.
In the meantime, the only possible
route into the campground is by
foot across the old bridge.

ed when operating power saws.

Free use of woodcutting continues on the district. It is no longer
necessary for woodcutters to check

J

ht>."tWer, caution should still be.us-

It should be noted that the
Ranger Station, located at 401
Mountain View Avenue is now open
from 7:45 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Mondav through Friday only.

Anyone having any questions concerning the location of any of these
sales should contact the local
Ranger Station.

Scientists predict nuke war

hoto by Scott Collier

The next Pele? · Sure, if he doesn't get
lost in the grass.

Eberhart appointed to council
D.R. Eberhart, geography and
land studies dept., has been appointed to a one-year term on the
Conunercial and Retail Development Council of the Urban Land Institute. Eberhart, named CWU's
Distinguished Professor in public
service for 1980, is a member of the
Central geography and land
studies faculty. Part of his duties

as a council member will be to
make on-site evaluations of land
use and development proposals
around the U.S., as part of the
ULI's public service program. The
council is concerned with city and
suburban shopping centers,
specialty centers, hotels, motels
and the rehabilitation-reuse ot"
commercial areas.

SOMETHING
OF ·YOUROWN
No woman need settle for someone
else ~ontrolling her future today.
Financial independence and family
protection are important for women
wage earners. Your Fidelity Union
Lite Insurance representative can
help you start our affordable
college plan which will meet your
needs now. and grow along with
your future.
Call the Fidelity Union Lite
Field Associ.ite in your area:

Don Cleman

. 925-4175

Kegs to go
$27.50·

BUCKBOARD
TAVE.RN
11 :00 a.m.-2:00 a.m.
130~.

Ruby

925-9921

J
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Coupon clippers save bucks
think the store _owners dislike coupon
clippers. Neither of these scenarios is
necessarily accurate.
One popular writer and occasional
talk-show guest contends that she
regularly cuts her weekly food bills by
SO percent, and has, on occasion, cul
as much as 80 percent off of her bill
by using coupons in a systematic
fashion.
If you are organized, there is no
reason why you should worry about
your image in the grocery line. And
don't ever think that store owners
aren't glad to get coupons. For one
thing, coupons will often bring new
customers into the store. Perhaps
more importantly, manufacturers pay
the stores a substantial amount ·of
money in handling fees for the

Campus Di.1wM News Serl'ice

Almost everyone will occasionally
break down and clip a coupon out of
the local newspaper in order to get a
discount on a particular product.
Some families , are slightly more
organized and will clip and use a
dozen or so coupons a week. But of
the 70 million coupons issued in 1978,
collectively worth over $500 million,
more than 60 million were never
redeemed.
Despite rising food prices and increased interest in smart shopping,
Americans retain· some psychological
disinclination to use coupons.
Perhaps it is the image of the slightly
dizzy shopper at the head of the line
with a handful of clippings that scares
us off. Or perhaps some shoppers

coupons, as much as $150 million in
1978, because coupons are an important way to introduce new products.
So store owners make out very well in
all coupon transactions.
The first thing the novice coupon
clipper must know is how to acquire a
steady supply of coupons. Well, the
first place to start is in the store itself,
where coupons can be found i11 the
products you buy or between aisles.
Another important source is, of
course, the local newpaper, but national magazines are often overlooked
as a source.
Almost all national magazines,
particularly the ''home" type
magazines, carry coupons each
month. You can assure yourself of a

Disco takes ·on
the big bands

she has found in some fraternities.
Psychological hazing can involve
sleep deprivation, examinations with
no correct answers, phony notes saying that a student has failed a course,
"third-degree" interrogations under
bright lights and threats of retribution.
Psychological hazing may lead to
breakdowns, prolonged crying and
sobbing and permanent psychological
damage.
Women are not immune from these
rites. In recent years at least four college wom~n have died during hazing
incidents.
In the West and South there is the
users. It begins at Ramona Park strongest support of hazing. People
about- five miles south of Twenty- • brag about these exploits and call
Five Mile .Creek and Lake. Chelan. them a necessary tradition. "

Big bands and disco?
Seems like an odd combination at
first glance, but some disco clubs
around the country are mixng the two
and finding that the customers-both
over 35 and under 35-like it.
One of the major problems with big
bands-and the problem that was
mostly responsible for their demise in
the 1950's-was financial. A big band
comes with about 15 musicians in the
band, plus singers. That's expensive,
which is why small groups became
dominant.
There are still big bands around,
however. Harry James and Woody
Herman are still in action, although
~ the Herman band of toda bears little

Reconstruction on trail

i

~ounced.

~~Ellensburg's
~ * * * • ·• ·•·•
* * *'*Shop
• ·•.*
Bicycle
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•
•
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•
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Retain Responsil>le
Representation
~

Re-Elect

•
12-6
••
• Saturday 10-5 • :
•
•• Sunday-Monday *
Closed
•
..•
._• 925-3326

~
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;.;,..

'

incumbent

RoyLumaco
County Commissioner

A Representative For All .
I

Your Vote Is Appreciated

«

•

••

See
Us

•
•
• Tuesday - Friday

..«•

resemblance to the one he fronted in
the l940's.
Disco, as most club owners will tell ·
you, has been languishing. So they
have been experimenting with big
bands as an added attraction at clubs
like "Wednesday's" in New York.
Playing there have been Herman,
Count Basie, the Duke Ellington
band led by son Mercer, and latterday copies of the Glenn Miller and
Tommy Dorsey bands.
The results have been increased
business. Some disco groups, by the
way, have done ex~Qingly well by
adapting some "of the famous big
band songs, like "Moonlight
Serenade," "Take the A Train" and
"Jn the Mood."

:,,CM)OC)Cl~OCM>OC)Cll041')(>00C)Cl~OC>OOC:>CI041')(>00C>C~OC>004:>C~OC>004:,,C~OC>CI04:,,CtaiDC>CI04:>C.010C)C'J~OC>C04:>Q

The work on the trail, which was
formerly called the Chelan Swnmit Trail, will tie Stormy Mountain
and Slide Ridge Road #2805 with
Crescent Hil and Shady Pass Road ,. .
#298, said Bob Hetzer, Chelan
District Ranger. ",
_..
The trail'from Crescei1t Hill to
Stormy Mountain is closedtopublic
use until construction is completed
next year. In the meantune, deer
hunters and other visiiors of the
Pot Peak-Crescent Hill area should :
be alert for ongoing blasting opera- ·
tions, Hetzer said.,
The Devil's Backbone Trail is a .
multipurpose trail used by moterbike riders, hikers, and stock .

• ••

·Coupons can be great bargains for
the smart shopper. And for even
smarter shoppers, there are promo
tional gimmicks called "doubles,'
whereby a store will double the valu
of any coupon you have just to get
you in the store. This is where big
· savings are possible, so keep an eye
out for such rare occurrences.

The next thing you must do is to
work out a filing system. Any logical
system will do, the simpler, the bet-

Mrs. Stevens has been determined
not to allow this tradition to continue. In memory of her son she
formed "Chuck," the Committee to
.Halt Useless College Killings.
She lobbied to get an anti-hazing
bill passed in New York. Last month
the bill was passed and signed by the
governor.
Abolishing physically dangerous
hazing is not enough for Mrs.
Stevens. She is also working to
abolish psychological hazing, which

Reconstruction is underway on a
nine-mile stretch of Devil's
Backbone Trail #1448 south of Lake ·
Chelan, the Forest Service an-

·titles as meat, cleansers, canned
goods, paper products, etc. This
allows you lo quickly find coupons
for the items you know you will be
shopping for that day. But be careful
to make sure you don't allow the
coupons to expire.

For example, you save coupons for
meat while your neighbor, a
vegetarian, sa.ves coupons for pet
food for her cat, and you can
periodically trade these. Doctors' and
dentists' offices are another source of
magazine coupons that will otherwise
be thrown away.
·

-Hazing triggers "Chuck"
Eileen Stevens is fighting back -fighting back against a college tradition that took the life of her son,
Chuck Stemzel.
On Feb. 25, 1978, she was notified
that her son had died of a hazing test
during a fraternity's initiation rites.
Her son had been locked in the trunk
of a car. He could not be released until he had consumed a pint of hour.hon, a bottle of wine and a six-pack
of beer. His death has been one in a
series of unindicted killings by hazing.

ter. Just put your coupons in a series
of envelopes marked with such broad

regular supply of coupons ·by
subscribing to a few of these
magazines, or you can trade
' magazines with friends. For that matter, you can work out trade arrangements with friends for the
coupons.

~

•
•·***************•

GOP District 2
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Munro Hall's brave nainesake·
c.entral Rententhers
a Friend ;
Scott Collier ·
by

Douglas A. Munro Hall stands on the northeast corner of
Central Washington University's campus. Most students
know little else about it, but there is-a good reason the
name of "Munro" hangs from it's walls. It happened a
long time ago on the South Pacific island of Guadalcanal.
Munro was raised in Cle Elum Washington, a slender,
quiet kid who kept to himself. He went to school in that ·
town and upon graduation, traveled li short way down the ·
road to the Central ·Washington College of Education
where he studied for one year. In 1939, at the age of 20, he
enlisted in the U.S. Coast Guard.
In 1941, on December seventh, the United States became
iPvolved in World War II. By 1942 Munro had attained the
rnnk of Signalman First Class. The U.S. had decided to
root out the Japanese forces in the Pacific in an "island
hopping" campaign that would take many lives, including
that of Douglas Munro. But he would live long enough to
save the lives of many other Americans involved in the
island fighting.
.
Munro was put in charge of 10 landing craft which were
to land a battalion of Marines on a beach about four miles
from their ship. The beach was narrow and was being
heavily shelled by U.S. artillery, but the landing went
smoothly and the troops made it into the jungle cover easily. It was then that the Marines encountered vicious
enemy gunfire. The decision was made to turn back
towards the beach. They were trapped against the sea and
the air was filled with bullets when the commander of the
landing party cupped his hands and asked if the waiting
Munro boat would land and evacuate the desperate
Marines. The reply was an eager "HELL YES,,!

-~

The Coast Guard's new cutter "Munro" hits the water for the first time ..
completion the ship was stationed in Seattle, Washington.
Munro gathered nine more volunteer boats together and
began the rescue. The beach was only wide enough for
. three boats, so the other crews waited offshore to take
transfers and ferry them back to the ship. His boat was being strafed with machine gun fire continously, but he continued to land and drop the ramp of his landing craft as injured soldiers were dragged into the hull. Munro, realizing that the other boats were taking too much gunfire,
moved his craft into a position not only to shield the other
boats, but also to draw the enemy's fire.
As the last load of troops piled into Munro's boat, he
noticed another landing craft had run aground on a reef.
The crew was working feverishly to free themselv~s but
without success. Mup.ro turned his boat around and
brought it alongside the stranded craft. While a tow line
was being rigged, the Japanese had moved a machine gun
down to the water's edge. As the grounded boat broke
free, the Japanese let go a burst of gunfire.

As if his purpose had been completed, Munro was struck
by an enemy bullet. As a longtime buddy bent over him,

Munro asked,"Did we get them all off?" His friend gave
an affirmative nod, and then with a smile on his face,
Douglas A. Munro died.
This quiet kid from Cle Elum came through for his
country and his comrades. His spirit and leadership saved
the lives of nearly 500 men under the most severe conditions of war. For giving his life in the service of his country so that others might live, Douglas Munro was awarded
the Congressional Medal of Honor.
When the Coast Guard built their new class of high endurance cutters, they gave one the name "MUNRO", in
honor of one of their bravest members. There is also a
Douglas A. Munro Hall on the grounds of the Coast Guard
Academy. Central also remembers Munro's life, and the
gift he made of it, in the dedication of a residence hall
bearing his name ... Cannody-Munro.

Douglas

A.

Munro

Winter . quarter elections 1981
ASC Board. of Directors
~ositions 1 - 5 available
Filing opens October 16 at 8:00 am,
closes November 7 at 5:00 pm.

Off
Perms
Thank-you for _your ! patronage ·
in ·the past year. ;

45! N. Sprague:

--

925-3638 .

Election packets may he obtained through the
ASC office behind the SUB information booth,

963-1691

You coUn.tl·
Become a part of the . Central tradition
The -a dministrative 'voice of the students
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Arts and Entertainment
Central Series

Inten1ational stars
The stars will shine in
Ellensburg th~ evening of Qct. 29.
This isn't a weather forecast, but
a predictable phenomenon that occurs all over the country when two
internationally known performers,
Jan DeGaetani and Gilbert Kalish,
appear in concert.

•
Ill

concert

DeGaetani is a professor of voice · She was the first singer chosen to
at the Eastman School of Music in perform at the White House during
New York.
President Jimmy Carter's administration.
Kalish, who has performed with
Audiences all over the nation
DeGaetani for 20 years, is the
pianist of the Boston Symphony have been impressed with her
Chamber Players and the Contem- special ability to make them feel at
porary Chamber Ensemble. He is ·home, whether she is singing
the head of keyboard activities at literature from the Renaissance or
The two will perform at
Tanglewood
and Artist-in , today's avant-garde music.
Central's Hertz-Hall Wednesday at
at
the
State University
Residence
8 p.m. as guest artists in the 1980-81
Music Prof. Lynn Dupin, who
of
New
York
in
Stony
Brook.
Central Series season. Admission
.became acquainted
with
will be $5 for all age~.
Reviewers for the New York DeGaetani when she was begiiinTimes have said of DeGaetani: ing her professional singing career
Mezzo-soprano · DeGaetani,
"Her basic gift is something that in New York, described her as a
referred to in Time magazine as ·
only the greatest singers possess- , "singer with a total development
the "queen of ·new music", will ·
-she is completely in touch with her of her instrument, sensitive to her
sing compositions ranging from
voice and her art. Everything she text, with an ability to relate it to the haunting Hungarian melodies
does sounds absolutely right and her audience."
of Bartok to the stylish ballads of
inevitable."
Stephen Foster. She wil also pre"It's exciting that we can bring
sent the highly demanding works
Of Kalish, Ute New York Times two of the finest performing artists
of Gustav Mahler as well as the
· said: "His playing is a model of appearing in the country today to
delightful, wry pieces of Charles
transparent clarity and refinement our. campus,'' she. added.
Ives.
. that responds instantly and vividly
to the bold ideas and shapely
Tickets
for
the
One of her recent recordings,
nuances of the music."
DeGaetanUKalish concert, coRavel's "Chansons madecasses,"
sponsored by the Music Departon the Nonesuch label, was
DeGaetani has appeared as a ment and the Ellensburg Music nominatedforaGrammy awardin INTERNATIONAL STARS- Jan DeGaetani and Gilbert soloist wi~ a s~ore of major or- Study Club, may be purchased at
1980.
Kalish will appear in concert in Hertz .Hall Wednesday chestras, mcluding the New York · Terrace Fashions in the Plaza, Mc•
and Berlin Philharmonics and the Cullough's Music Store or the SUB ·
A graduate of Juillard, evemng at 8 p~m.
Boston Symphony.
·
information booth on campus.

Residents
can attend
Seattle
plays

The Ellensburg Recreation
Department is making it possible
for area residents to attend theater
productions in Seattle through a
transportation package.
Theatre tickets are now
available for On a Clear Day starring Robert Goulet and Joanna
Gleason Nov. 30 at a 2:30 matinee
at the Fifth Avenue Theatre near
Rainier Square. Package price,
which includes transportation plus
ticket preference, is $21 for
balcony circle seatin or $24 for

back orchestra seating.
On December 20 Tchaikowsky's •
"Nutcracker:" Suite" will be shown
at a 2 p.m. matinee at Seattle's
Opera House. Tickets are now
available at the Ellensburg
Recreation Department. The
package price included transportation plus ticket preference at $16.10
or $20.60. Time may be available
for supper afterwards. This is a
delightful show for children and
those under · 12 must be
nied b .an adult.

/
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Wild Turkey Drinks
$1.25 ea.

ThursdiJy Night Only
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Movie ·Previmni
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·

,~Hawn:

.october !3, 1980

.

She's in the arnty now

Nothing is too good for Judy Ben- Warner Bros. ·sophisticated social toothbrush and scrub every inch of. Miller, who also make their debuts
In addition to making her debut
jamin. Just ask her parents.
1mmedy, "Private Benjamin".
the latrine."
as producers. The film also marks as an executive, Hawn was able to
For 2.8 years, this pampered Once in the Army, Judy has a
Fromhereit'salldownhill. Judy Hawn's entry into the production dooneofthethingsshedoesbest-princess - - played by Goldie Han , rude awakening. The yachts and must endure the rigors of basic ranks of the motion picture in- act.
- - has been spoiled, indulged, cod- copdos she has been promised training aong with the other dustry - - as that of the film's exdled and 9verprotected by her af- have been replaced by dingy bar.;. members of her "bum squad" - - ecutive producer.
"There's a certain pleasure I get
fluent, doting mother and father. racks. It's the army of the '80s .
Ka Place, Toni Kalem, f According to Hawn and the three as an actress playing against im-

' -.

1
They see to it that their daughter
ages," Hawn noted. "Judy Benhas everything a girl could ask for . jamin is a well-done girl who has
- from Gucci purses to the latest in
· always belonged to somebody else.
cuisinarts.
:. When this type of girl goes off and
And now, Judy's dream world ,
joins the Army, .the contrast is
seems to be complete - - she has :
wonderful".
married a wealthy, succesful ·
For Hawn, making "Private
lawyer, her new house has been :
Benjamin" was also fun as it
allowed her to do physical comedy
redecorated and her favorite ot- ·
toman has been reupholstered.
for the first time since she made
such a ~plash with her apHer wedded bliss doesn't last ·
iong though. Judy's -husband dies
pearances on the television show
on their wedding night and once
"Laugh-in".
again, she is left to be taken care of '
"This film lends itself to all kinds
by her parents. In a night, Judy :·
of physical attitudes as Judy goes
goes from having· everything to
through the different phases in her
having nothing.
•
life. It's great, since I used to be a
dancer, to be able to use my body a
Distraught and depressed, Judy
meets a less-than-honest Army
little."
·
recruiter who, taking advantage of
Hawn, Meyers, Shyer and Miller
all agreed that Zieff would be
her condition, convinces her that · · . . .
the "new" army is the place for ~ROM GUCCI PURSES TO COMBAT FATIGUES • • Goldie Hawn stars in
perfect to handle the directing
her.
"Private Benjamin"·, a movie about a spoiled rich girl who joins the army in a
chores on "Private Benjamin".
Zieff, whose previous credits in"It's the army of the '80's," he moment of indecision.
tells her. "And every soldier gets alright - - the 1880s.
Damita Jo Freeman, Alston Ahem writer/producers, "Private Ben- elude such hits as "House Calls"
his or her own room."
Private Benjamin, as she is now and P .J. Soles.
jamin", though a comedy, is an im- and "The Main Event", both of
As Judy stares at a picture of the known, is convinced that a mistake
Despite everything, including portant and serious story about a which were comedies, .was inarmy camp, she says, "These look has been made.
·
herself, Judy becomes a model young woman who is seeking an trigued by the film.
like condos."
"I think I've been sent to the soldier and is eventually transfer- identity of her own and chooses to
"I was fascinated by the concept
The wily recruiter just sµliles wrong branch or something," she red to Paris for a plush European break with her sheltered past and of an upper middle class girl being
and says, "And I promise we'll get tells her commanding officer, an duty. It is here that-a iove affair ultimately go her own way into the thrown into a totally different
you in the best shape of your life ambitious woman captain - • with a wealthy, French doctor - - world.
milieu such as the Army," noted
too."
played sternly by Eileen Brennan. . played by Armand Assante -- leads
As both star and executive pro- Zieff. "It's an intelligent idea for a
Judy can't wait to enlist. "Yeah, "I'm in the Army but it's a dif- Judy to further insights about ducer, Hawn found herself involv- film. It is a portrait of a girl comit'll be like three years at La f erent Army."
herself and her life.
ed in every level of the filmmaking ing of age. And of course, with
Costa."
CaptainLewiscan'tbelievewhat
Directed by veteran filmmaker process, including writing, Goldieplayingthegirljitmakesit
And so, Judy Benjamin goes she see~. She gives Judy her first Howard
Zieff,
"Private casting, location selections, even more interesting. I don't
Benjamin" was written by Nancy · costumes, crew staffing and think you could cast it much better
from marching down the aisle to . direct order.
marchin into boot cam
Me ers Charles Sh er and Harve
lo istics~
than that."

WJNDSQNG
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Contemporary Christian Music .

'J

Saturday,·1 0
Oct. 25th 7: 30 p.m.
First Christian ChurCh
.

(
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.~.Pnege Fellowship Supper preceding
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anyone welcome 6: 30 p.Dl•._·
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'Ordinary people' not
Campus Digest News Service

Robert Redford's "Ordinary People" is the year's "Kramer vs.
Kramer," a movie that studies a
family's behavior and lifestyle with
complete authenticity. Like the 1979
Oscar winner, "Ordinary People"
examines unexceptional human beings under a traumatic situation and
comes away with glorious revelations
of feeling, tension, and inner conflict.
There are difficult questions in this
emotional movie but no pat answers
or heroes who ride off into the sunset.

""Unexceptional
human beings under
a traumatic situation"
The advertisements state: "A
father. A mother. A son. A family."
Why can't they live as they lived
before? Why don't they talk to each
other? The boy feels guilty. His father
feels guilty. his mpther doesn't feel.
There is something tearing them
apart: They all want what they had
before. Now they don't have it. Their
problem? They are no longer considered ordinary people.
This family of three was once a
family of four. The oldest son died in
a boating accident. They youngest
consumed the guild and tried to take
his own life. In the beginning of Redford's movie, the son has just returned to his modest home after spending
the last several months under
psychiatric
care.
If this all sounds extraordinary and
unbelievable, the worries of this upper
middle class family are not. The
hurdles that the Janett threesome ·
face--expressing oneself, dealing with
- an unspoken but clearly felt tension 1
trying to love but not to smother-are
all played with the subtlety and truth
of only the rarest movies.
"Ordinary People" is Redford's
directing debut and he has succeeded
far beyond what audiences might expect. Not only has he maintained a
clear· vision throughout the picture,
but he has created scenes with the
visual perceptiveness Qf an adept filmmaker.
What is even more admirable is
that he has succeeded with some ·
though material. Judith Guest wrote
the novel in 1976 and was victorious
at not only capturing a broken fami. ly, but at painting an environment
where this family would eventually
. blow themselves up. The book probed
· into the character's minds examining
their emotional state and how this environment would inspire that emotional -state.

Redford has, quite miraculously,
accomplished the same feat. His family is the Jarretts and their world is
Lake Forest, Ill., a wealthy suburb
outside of Chicago. The Jarretts don't
merely live here, they inhabit a
lifestyle that consciously and unconsiously ·influences their behavior.
Amazingly, Redford paints this
suburbia world with complete
understanding. His view of tall houses
with glorius landscapes, of immaculate women doing their
Christmas shopping, of polished
'automobiles pulling into stone
driveways, are all telling nuances of
the Jarrett world. Furthermore, an
extravagant dinner party ~here Redford cuts from conversation to conservation says as much about this world
as any other scene in the movie.

"Redford succeeds
as director.,,.Like "Kramer vs. Kramer," there
are three people involved in the.family's series of conflicts. The boy, Conrad, comes home from his institution
hoping to fit right back into society.
He wants everything he had before-swimming, girls, good grades--but he
needs for people to forget. ..especially
himself.
Calvin, his father, is a successful tax
lawyer who struggles to please
everybody. He is accused of being
wishy-washy by both wife and son,
but is, in truth, caught in the middle.
Beth, his inother, runs life as if it
were some sort of committee. She expects her family's world to be planned
and efficient, no messes anywhere.
Unfortunately, she has lost the ability
to show emotion when that is precisely what Conrad needs, The three
characters are totally memorable, and
Redford has made some inspired
casting choices to play them.

. Mary 'Tyler Moore turns away
from her TV image to give a completely convincing performance as a
cold woman who refuses to let what's
· inside get outside. The performance
allows for us to understand a complex
human being Pho .needs to hide
behind a mask instead of. facing her
problems.
~arf-Tyler-nOore

gives convincing
performance "

o~dinary

tionship of one friend to another.
Although the movie has . been
critically acclaimed, some reviewers
have not cared for Redford's use of
flashbacks. As a rule, flashbacks have
been omitted from emotional dramas
because people think of them as cliche
and, thus, the movie is reduced to the
level of a soap opera.
Not true in the case of ''Ordinary
People." Redford's sense of visual
perception is so good that these sequences appear natural. Flashes of
the boating accident keep running ·
through Conrad's mind, and that
make sense because the movie is ·
about what he is thinking. Furthermore, there is a flashback on the lawn ·
where Beth, the mother, enjoys her ·
late.son's sense of humor while Conrad appears further from her, almost
distant.
·

Likewise, Donald Sutherland does
his best acting in years. As the easygoing, laid-back Calvin, Sutherland is
superb displaying a wider range of
emotion than his previous roles have
called for.
Finally, the young Timothy Hutton
"Keen eye makes
(who oftens recalls ·a young Tony
Perkins) is always convincing as the
movie so special"
troubled teenager: At the start he is
- tired and emotionally nervous, but
gets stronger as the movie progresses.
It is this keen eye that makes RedHutton's role is also difficult because
it reqquires constant change and he ford's film so special. "Ordinary
handles these demands with J)erfection.
I
The movie's most climatic passages
involve Conrad's therapy with a
quick-witted psychiatrist, superbly
played by Judd Hirsch. Scenes of
Conrad cracking, revealing what truly
lies underneath the surface, are haun-

· People" is not perfect nor is it as well
made as ,."Kramer vs. Kramer." In
the first minutes,-the .camera placement and editing is obtrusive and
overplayed. Although "Ordinary
People'' is a movie in the general tone
of "Kramer," they are not the same.
This movie isn't as tight, goes for
more, includes a tone of Ingmar

·' ""Ordinary People
· that good"
Bergman thaf the· other didn't have.
It also has more symbolism; some of

it toQ pat like Beth's broken dish
reflecting her broken life.
But all of these problems are, at
best, trivial. And they are not the
problems of a director's first work but
the problems of a very sure, capable
filmmaker, ''Ordinary People'' has a
visual subtlety, a fluid pace, a rare
unfolding of unforced emotions, that
doesn't come to most director's work
_until late in their career.
Yes, Robert Redfor's first stab at
directing is that successful. Yes, "Ordinary People" is that good.

lhe

TAV
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"Judd Hirsch gives
superb performance''
tingly touching. They include
dialogue that goes beyond patientclinic-client chit-chat to the rare rela-

HALLOWEEN

PARTY

.Frid9y, Oct. 31

Happy Hour All Night

Choose your shape,
choose your size,
choose your price range~
Oloose your engagement ring.

Priced from $200°0

~0~1.-~ 0$ .
~~

$~~ ~·
\Seo~ee;
925-6933

306 N ·Pine

·1Ell£NSBUR6

For sheer elegance choose a diamond.
Its exquisite beauty and brilliance a_d ds to
any wardrobe ... any occasion.

· WAVEL/,,.
We make all
travel arrangements
at no cost to you.
Sherry M·c Donald
S\lzanne Walth
Beien Bachrach . ·

Also-Next Week: ·

Specia.1 Showing, October 25
(Come and find out)
(509) 248·2248
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Hock history .'

Beatles anival cultural antidote
by Jan Richards ·
Arts & Entertainment editor
Part 2 in a series briefly tracing
tile history of Rock and Roll.
Although the rock music of the
very early sixties was perhaps at
its lowest point in its brief history,
there was a bright spot in this
period of popular music. This was
the development of music called
'"saul" by Motown in Detroit. .
tfith performers like the Four
Taps, Martha Reeves and the
Vaadellas, the Temptations,
SE!~key Robinson and the
Miracles, Stevie Wonder, and the
Suj:<"emes, owner-managerfmmder of :1Motown, Berry Gordy
Jr.,. turned out and still is turning
out bit after hit.
Afthough the basic ingrediant to
soul anusic is still the "beat", Gordy's drummers were told to forget
the traditional two and four style of
drwntning and just "bark at every
beat" instead. Gordy then
amplified the beat with tom-toms,
• cymbals or anything else that
woulll create a driving, pounding
sound.
.ROt to be outdone, Southern
C'alih:fllia, during 1961 through
1911, was the center of a kind- of
sillljistic music that reflected a
..W where surfer guys and girls
wemforever young. The California
world · of youth was touched by

V HALLOWEEN MAKE UP

~

at

Ol-IRPIRO~o.
(in the Plaza)

Carries a full line
of Ben Nye make up
Perfect
for
Halloween
~

A

~iiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii._,

beach parties, fast cai:s, cruisin' at
the drive-in, Pacific Ocean Park,
KFWB radio, surfer stomp dances,
coke and, especially a kind of
music later labeled as surf and
rock.

made the Beatles' arrival even
''After the Beatles the rock permore significant._ They were a · former began to be seen not just as
cultural antidote.
an entertainer but as a social viAuthor Loyd Grossman explain- sionary, a cultural trendsetter of a
ed their impact: "Before the new society - - Beau Brummell,
Beatles the rock and roller was William Blake and Thomas Jeffer-

r

r
,ti";

Reflecting that world, the surfer ·
adopted his own mode of dress and
verbal communication. He wore
levis, baggies, pendletons and sun
bleached hair. Words like woodie,
wipe-out, hot doggin', walking the
board, formed a language that, via
mass culture, spread into even
non-surfing society.
But this period of rock was
rather dreary in coml>arison to its
earlier stag~. The musical trends
in the early sixties just didn't
speak to~~ mass in quite the same
way that early rock had ..
Consequently, the imbecile
world of·the surfer was short-lived.
The carefree days of surfing, hot1rodding and hula-hooping ended
·shortly after President Kennedy
.was assasinated. Beginning in
1963, which was a year of loss, bitterness and .despair, rock took on
many new forms.
One of the first and most important of these changes occured with
the British invasion by the Beatles.
The fanaticism with which the
Beatles were received by the
music-buying public vas not
directly a reaction to the quality of ·
life and music being dealt out in
the grim . days of late 1963, but
1 there is no doubt that the temper of
life and entertainment at the time,

/

/

either an unkempt outlaw who
wore a black-leather jacket,
played guitar, made sexually suggestive body movements, and sang
about how hard it was to be young
and in love, or else he was a cleancut, cardigan-sweatered, slightly
greasy but cute boy-next-door type
who sang about how hard it was to
be young and in love.
·

son rolled into one and put on stage
with an electric guitar. The
Beatles expanded the conception
and scope of operations of pop
music and made rock and roll the
centerpiece of an entire youthful
culture. After the Beatles, people
began to look toward rock and roll
not only for their musical entertainment but alsO for their politics

an~ lifestyle."
The Rolling Stones were the flip
side of Britain's pop music consciousness in the mid-sixties.
While the Beatles were smooth,
melodic, clean and cheerjr, the
Rolling Stones were scruffy,
unkempt, mean and distasteful by
the-standards of the day. But this
was really at the core of their performance, they have been dubbed
the "great social liberators of
rock".

Mick Jagger, the group's leader,
projected the same kind of sexy,
arrogant image that made Presley
so popular. The Rolling Stones had
star quality. They performed with
the same kind of energy that was
present when the rock movement
was launched, born out of a
dissatisfaction with society. With
this energy and star quality many
consider tnem the best rock and
roll band ever.
The popularity of these · two
· groups began a wave of group's
. from Britain into the country that
· bolstered rock's quality and
: popularity.
· (Next week: Folk music, llaight' Ashbury and Woodstock.)

McConnell nears .c ompletion
As construction on ldcConnell
Auditorium nears completion, the
Drama Department faculty is looking forward to sharing these
facilities with the students and
community. According to Dr. Milo
Smith, we have had- a need for
these facilities for many years. He
says we will be delighted when the
project is completed and the .
theatre opens in April. Smith has·
been working on these plans since
1957 through many revisions of
design, location, size and concept.

The facilities offer the department and students a greater variety of possible productions in future
years as well B;S an outlet for com-

munity productions and participation.
The new theatre will provide virtually unlimited variety of theatre
space and types of presentation,
and will allow easy access to all
theatre work areas and
classrooms. The preparation of
future productioris will be
facilitated by the make-up,
costumes, lighting and scene shop
being readily available. The new
full grid system will allow for
quick and easy changes of lighting.

their first opportunity-to see a Bertolt Brecht play at Central since
1967.
Also in rehearsal is a second production scheduled to open in the
' first week of December. Heart is
• Where the Hom~ Is, written by
· Marion Marx, ·is the world
· premiere of the student written
play, whcih evolved in Dr. Betty
Evan's playwriting class held here
last spring.
According to Drama Chairman
Richard Leinaweaver, the produc. tion of Heart is Where the Home Is
represents a new committment by
the department m encourage and
produce local playwrights.

Little changes will be made in
the old McConnell proscenium
stage except for lighting and lobby
space which will include a new concession booth and checkroom. Access to·the theatre will be improved to accomodate the handicapped . Campua ~~id~ .
by ramps into the actual house
1. Sophie's Choice, by William Styron. (Bantam, $3.50.)
Star-crossed lovers and the nature of evil: fiction.
area and the backstage area. The
2. The Deed Zone, by Stephen King. (NAL/Signet, $3.50.)
· area "behind" McConnell which i Terror tale of man who sees into future: fiction.
_
Worn11n of Subs..nce, by Barbara Taylor Bradford.
houses the new theatre has I 3. A(Avon,
$2.95.) Successful woman & her children: fiction.
elevators to accomodate the han4. Clm Reunion, by Rona Jaffe. (Dell, $lHS.) Four Radcliffe grads and how they fared: fiction.
dicapped and a ledge projecting
-------5. The Number of the Bella!, by Robert A. Heinlein. (Faw·
• over the box office area·for proteccett, $6.95.) Space journey to other universes: fiction.
11• .....,. on the Wind, by V. C. Andrews. (Poeket, $2.75.J
tion from the weather for ticket
Children take revenge m horror sequel: fiction.
buyers.
7. Stlll Ufe wttll Woodpecller, by Tom Robbins. (Bantam,
$6.95.) A sort of a love story.

What may be the last plays prod uc ed in the Threepenny
Playhouse in Barge Hall are
rehearsing now. Mother Courage is
in its third week of rehearsal. The
p~oducti~n offers theatre goers

8. Slllbuml, by Trevanian. (Ballantine, $2.95.) Intrigues of
the perfect assassin and perfect !over: fiction.

II. The Gnimt SMrtl Hunt, by Hunter S . Thompson. (Popular Library, $3.50.) Roasting of America's seamy side.
10. What Color le Your Plirechute? ,by Richard N. Bolles.
(Ten Speed Press, $5.95.) Career and job guidebook.
Compiled by l'lle Cllmnlcle al Hlf/her Educllllon from informatkln
.... auppliod by ailogo -

Big John's
Specia lizin g in the
Big John Burger
"A Meal ·in Itself' ~,
Variety of shake flavors!

925-5900
We Deliver!
HOURS:

Sun. • Thurs. ll a.m. - 12 p.m.
Fri.-Sat·. II a.m. - I p.m.

908 ,EAST 10th - ELLENSBURG
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MOUNTAIN FRESHNESS--The Muzzall Hall float came in first at last

Saturday'~

·parade

Page 13

school '. bands.

1lomecoming.1980

~NewLookat

an Old Friend'

The Central Connection band entertained the crowd at Casino Night last
Friday in the SUB.

· Wildcat supporters gathered for the bonfire last Thursday

Central's .Marching Band combined wit~ high school bands to entertain
at hall time of the game between Oregon Tech and Central.

photos by Burke Collier- Scott Collier-Steve Sparks ·

The Wildcat mascot and cheerleader Gail Gilden promote spirit
before the Homecoming crowd.
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Ghouls open haunted house
With the resources of Central's
drama department behind them,
the Threepenny Players thespians

The haunted house will open its
creaky doors Thursday, Oct. 30,
from 6-9 p.m., and Friday, Oct. 31,
from 5:30-8 p.m., for younsters,
and from 8:30 p.m.-1 a.m. for older
ghouls who are stouter of heart.

will be designed especially for
children younger than 12 years,"

This year's haunted house will · clubs will run games like "Dunk
occupy an entire barn at the Kit- the Witch,'' in the warming barn.
Admission to the haunted house
titas County fairgroiinds. an addiDoherty · said. ''The later Hallo- tional barn full of games and con- will be 75 cents for those under 12, ,
ween hours will feature some tests will keep those waiting for and $1.50 for ages 12 and up. All
sounds and sights guaranteed to theil". tum in the haunted house tickets for the 8:30 p.m.-1 a.m. Fri.scare our vistiors out of their warm, busy and entertained. day session will be $1.50,
Members of Ellensburg's service regardless of age, Doherty said.·
"Our Friday early evening hours soeks."

will create an eery world of spooks,
ghouls and vampires for Halloween thrillseekers in Ellensburg
·
this year.
But it takes a passel of people to
transform a fairgrounds barn into
a haunted hou_se, so the student
drama club is looking for
volunteers of all ages to help build
and run the community holiday attraction.
According to Clayton Doherty,
st11dent coordinator of the Haunted
Picture a medieval castle peoplH<,use, 40 volunteers will be.need- ed by characters from old England
ed. All interested persons may him and the Continent and filled with
925-t:J93 or leave a message at the the sounds of international music.
Dra:{Ila Department office, · Then imagine dining with royalty
963-1766.
while wandering minstrels, singDoherty said the players will use ing beggars and masters of sleightevery trick in their theatrical bags of-hand and juggling provide
to scare their audiences-:with entertainment, all topped off by an
sights, . smells and sounds, make- Erly Musike concert.
up, costumes and the fine art of
This scenario will come to life
"horror performmg," designed to when Central's Erly Musike choir,
produce the proper scary Hallo- also known as the Madrigal
.ween mood for trick-or-treaters of Singers and Recorder Choir, host
all ages.
their first Yuletide Feaste
From dungeons to graveyards, December 3 at 7 p.m. in the SUB
every possible Halloween motif Ballroom.
· will be used to enhance the HalloThe Feaste is the brainchild of
ween haunted house project, coor- Music Prof. Barbara BrWilIIlett,
diated by the Ellensburg Recrea- director of the Madrigal Singers,
tion Department, to provide a safe assisted by Prof. Russell Ross,
and scary attraction for communi- Recorder Choir maestro. Accorty youngsters and grown-ups alike. ding to Brummett, this type of din-

Music department turns medieval
ner/concert has become very suc- evening will. be waissail, a spicy
in the mid-west and east. - hot apple cider that can be served
''The evening should prove to be with or without sherry.
extremely entertaining, from the
traditional opening song and a forTickets, $10 for lourdes/ladies,
mal concert after dinner, to the an- $7 .50 for scholars and $6 for tykes,
tics of the court jester and pup- can be bought directly or by
peteers, '' said Brummett.
mailorder. Tickets must be picked
Brumett intends that all Feaste- up by December 1, Brummett said,
goers be surrounded by the sights or they will be offered to those on
and sounds of earlier eras the
minute the Town Crier announces
their arrival at the "Castle". They
will be entertained and waited on
by music faculty and students
dressed in costumes representing
a cross-section of 12th and 17th cenBy Merry Erickson
tury Europe.
Lifestyles Magazine is a televiThe Feaste menu, according to
BrWilIIlett, has not been finalized, sion show produced by Central
but she promised something as students in practical television
tantalizing as boar's head and news. It will air Saturday at noon,
flaming pudding. The drink of the on KNDO channel 23 from Yakima.

·Ce~w

the waiting list.
Proceeds from Yuletide Feaste
will be used to cover expenses,
such as costumes, backdrops and
food, while profits from future
. Feastes will be applied to music
department scholarships.
. Reservations for the Yuletide
Feaste can be obtained by calling
the Music Department, 963-1216.

Lifestyles Magazine
airs Satur,day
High School.
The Lifestyles Magazine cast includes reporter and director Bruce
Felt, reporter and host Jerome
Gotz, reporter Fred Kahouts and
reporter Greg Larsen.

This edition of Lifestyles
Magazine will feature such
segments as: what its like to an
athletic trainer with Central's
trainer, Gary Smith; a story on
Central's marching band; what it
was like living in Rosalyn during
the coal mining days; David
Fuller, Ellensburg's 12 year old
ventriloquist; and a story on a lif~
size model ·airplane that barely
flies, and its pilot Brian Stockdale
"Birdman", a senior from Kittitas

Lifestyles, which was on the air
years before today's popular
magazine shows, is a 30-minute
program focusing on issues, prO'blems and concerns that effect the
lifestyles of people. Past segments
have won awards at student media
festivals. ·In 1979, Lifestyles took
first and third place awards at the
National Student Media Festival in
New Orleans.

;;;:;;;::;;;:;;;::;;;:;;;:::= ,

a different
set of jaws.
.

Roger Reynolds, program advisor commented, "There is no end
to student opportunities, KNDO
would be willing to run Lifestyles
Magazine once a week if we had
enough man power to grind them
out."
·

·: Flip judges 1
·candidates

~-

FILMS lNCORPORATED

.

Catfl/lllS Digtsl News Servi«

Th ursday, October 23
Time: 3, 7, 9.:30 & Midnight*
Place: SUB Theater
Admission: $1.75
. Sponsored by:

* Special discount of $.75 for persons wearing costume .
• * ·* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *. * * *t* * * *' * * *'* *

Next Week:

Halloween Special

The Crazies
with special midnight sho,w.

Due to low enrollment only one
new edition will be aired this
quarter. The group however will be
making segments to air on future
shows.

FLIP WIISON . figures that if
presidential politics is show business .
then Carter's · campaign is "Hee
Haw," Reagan's is "Challenge of the ,
Network Stars," and Anderson is "I
. Love Lucy."

SLICKER'S
HOMESTEAD
I

SPECIAL
Schooners - 3· f or81
anythne
Expires Oct 31
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Interest in Janee. increasing
By Leanne LaBissioniere

Central requires students to t.ake
· physical education, but no one has
to do very much convincing in the
· dance program. "Interest has
been virtually a phenomenon," exclaims Lana Jo Sharpe, Associate
Professor of dance at Central.
The University offers several
types of dance including modern,
jazz,tap,ballroom and folk.
With the advent of increased in- terest i1' music and with the birth
of disco dancing, many more individuals have taken a~ interest in
dancing. Sharpe says that
sometimes she feels that every student at Central wa~ts to take jazz
dance.
Central's dance classes include
discussion of fundamental body
movement, basic dance . step
technique and some opportunity
for beginning composition. Beginning, intermediate, and advanced
classes are offered in almost all of
the dance areas. ·
"Dance · definitely has differen~
exposure today than it did have in
. the past," says the professor. She
cites mass media, especially
public broadcasting, as the major
source of this exposure.
It could be said that in the past
dancing was considered mainly a
woman's activity, but Sharpe says
men are becoming more and more
· involved. Professional dancers
Tw)rla Tharp and Peter Martins
worked with football player Lynn
Swan to form a dance trio. The
dancers were interested in Swan
because he was an athlete and
.they wanted to see if he could apply

his skill to a different area, dancing. "The fact that he moved so
well surprised many," explains
Sharpe. Many other men are frequently speaking out about dancing.

''Although I am the director I think
it's important for the students to
make decsions.''
Orchesis has at least one formal
performance a year and usually
has ·the opportunity to pt!rfonn
~

but dancing is by no means small . One of the more unique proin Ellensburg. "Mushrooming" is grams offered througl_l the Parks
how Sharpe describes dance in the · and Recreation Department is belcommunity. There are many ex- ly dancing. "The neat thing is that
tremely qualified teachers many people have become aware
teaching dance cl~s from ballet of belly dancing through. a group
·
· ir·
: called Shama Nada," says Sharpe.
Shama Nada was one of the groups
: to perform in Ellensburg's recent
·Arts Festival.
Christine Patterson is one of
· Ellensburg most qualified instruc. tors, according to Sharpe. Patter. son teaches extensive ballet-. preschool through adults-at the
: Ellensburg Danc'e·' Center, a
private studio. Also offered at the
cent-er are the currently popular·
dance-exercise classes (aerobics).
· In addition to regular dance
studios~ Ellensburg offers a varie. ty of dance related organizations.
. Many of the faculty and students
are involved in the International
Folk Dancers, one of the local
groups. There are also many
square dancers in the area who
have formed groups such as the
· Blue Agates and the Rodeo
· Renegades .
Sharpe says that it seems. as .
though she is continually hearing
· of four or five new dance companies opening around the state.

ph~t~ 'i>y Steve Sparks

Central also has its own perform- . several other times a year at to belly dancing right here in the
ing dance organization known as · various other more informal func- comm~ty.
Orchesis. There are no auditions tions. The dancers currently
Ellensburg Dance Center,
for admission to the group, "It's a number about thirty and meet Ellensburg Dance Collective,·
nice thing because Orchesis is open twice weekly on Tuesdays and Ellensburg Parks and Recreation,
to anyone who is interested in per- Thursdays from 3-5 p.m. in the Polynesian Dance Studio, Internaforming dance," says Sharpe the SUB ballroom.
· tional Folk Dancers ... and the list
current director of the group.
Ellensburg may be a small town, . is
not . yet
exhausted.

October Guideline
.1

Oct. 31-The Alphabet Murders-

Movies
Oct. 23-Rocky Horror Picture
Show The cult rock musical-horror
spoof starring Tim Curry as Dr.
Frank N. Furter. ASC Film.
Special showing at midnight.

Oct. 24-Damn Yankees-Musical
comedy starring Tab Hunter. A
baseball fan sells his 5oul to the
. devil so that his favorite team can
beat the New York Yankees.
Ellensburg Library, 6:45 p.m.

Tony Randall,as Poirot, takes a
case in London where victims are
being slain in alphabetical order.
·Ellensburg Library, 7 p.m. .

Concerts ·

l

Oct. 28-1be Police-Paramount e ii

p.m.

i
Oct. %9-Central Series, Jan
DeGaetani, Mezzo-Soprano;
Gilbert · Kalish, piano, a. Special
Guest Artist Recital. $5 general admission, 8 p.m. Hertz Recital Hall.

Oct. 30-The Crazies- ASC Film
with a special showing at midnight
in the SUB.

Motors
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Complete Body &
and Mechanic~fi ..

Repai~s ·on Foreignl
· .& Domestic Cars C>g
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Frye® started benchcrafting boot.a
over 100 yean ago, using only the
finest leather available. Today, we
still make them the ame way,
paying attention to details and
handcrafting them in the old
fashioned tradition. You 11 love
the durability and fuhionability ·
of Frye's new styles. '11te times
change, and styles change, but our
quality and craftsmanship rem.ain
the same.
'11te best.
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0ci. 23-Dire Straits-Showbox in
Seattle.

Oct. 26-The Cranes are Flyju.gAcclaimed Soviet fihn about the
shattering of youthful ambitions
and love-dunng World War II. Classic Series.

~~:~!u:~d ~~:~ 01:.;a~!:Ve~v~~

spread the enthusiasm to the rest
of Washington," she emphasizes.
Dancing .is fun, exciting,
therapeutic and relaxing s~ys
Sharpe. But, a commitment must
be made. ''Anyone interested
should decide what kind of program they want and ~en...do it."
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Sports
The Crystal Ball
by Ted Smith

Kevin Wickenhag~nf36), senior from Cowiche

OWis· spoil homecoming

I

OCOCOC0<10G.OC~K10000

Victory]-

The Central defense gave up only
After driving to the Owls 18-, 17-,
one touchdown all afternoon, but
and 16-yard lines in the first half,
the Wildcat offense provided
Central has a win!
and coming away empty each time
Oregon Tech with two additional
Though n?t by the means they · (including two missed field goals),
scores, as the Owls ruined ma~ haye wi~ed, Central now has· the Cats could get no closer than
Central's Homecoming, 21-0 last .a ~m 0~ their record ..Because of the Tech 27 in the final two periods.
Saturday at Tomlison field.
an melgible pl~yer, ~tw?rth ColCentrals sputtering offense,
The Wildcat defenders, who have lege has forfeited their wms over which has had trouble finding opbeen under the gun all year with Central and Weste.rn.
ponets end zones the entire season,
Central's gruelling schedule, · The pl~yer,_ Keith ~ylto~, was produced only 129 yards in total ofwhich has included third-ranked declated. melgible for violating the fense. Running back C.D.Hoiness
Linfield (a 30-2 loss) and top- l~week transfer rule, after att~n- led Central with 37 yards on 16 carranked Pacific Lutheran Universi- di.ng .another four-year _rn~ ries as well as picking up 50 yards
ty (a 24-3 loss), allowed only a stltutmon. In the gam~ agams
on three kickoff returns, catching
17-yard run by Tech Q.B. Bryan Cent~adl, hHylbto~i8iorunt.nmg f bac;~ one pass for 10 yards and throwing
Mitchell in the third period.
carrie t e a
imes or
another for 29 yards, the Cats
The Owls other two touchdowns yards.
.
.
,
longest play of the day.
came as a result of two turnovers
The forfeit ups the Wildcat s
The Wildcat defense, however,
by Central freshman quarterback season record to l-4.
·'was impressive. Although they
Paul Peerboom.
or a
ech ea mi way t oug
gave up 220 yards rushing, they
Dropping back to pass under a the second quarter.
held the Owl to zero yards through
heavy rush by the Tech front line,
Tech safety Kurt Garrett in- the air as Mitchell failed to comPeerboom lost control of the ball tercepted a Peerboom pass, racing plete a pass. Linebacker Tim
scrambling around in his own end down the sidelines for a 44-yard Kofstad led the Cats swarming
zone. The ball was recovered by touchdown late in the third per~od defense with 12 tackles and 4
assists.
the Owls . nose guard Doug Quinn to close out the Owls scoring.

i

RECORD.

SALE!
1.98
(Save Up To $.1.00)

We have a huge selection of great records in
all areas of music, available for a limited
time only at the University Store. So, come
n in and check out the best buy in black·
wax you'll find all year!

.

.

Last week the mystic ball foresaw five games correctly, three mcor. rectly, and one not at all, for a 5-3-1 performance. The big bloopers came
in the Washington, WSU, and Southern Oregon win 1, and we kissed our
sister on the Oregon-USC deadlock. This brings our season total to 22 correct in 31 attempts, and one tie for a percentage of .709. The globe is ba~k
from its mid-season tune-up, and ready to attack a 13 game slate this
week.
Central (Custer) hits the road this weekend, traveling to La Grande
(Little Big Horn), to meet the Eastern Oregon Mounties (Indians)in what
may prove to be an epic struggle (massacre).The Wildcats are 1-5, a~d
the Mounties are 5-0. EOSC is hovering around 16th in the polls, while
Central is working its way into the poll _of Poles. Actually, the Central
defensive unit is as good as any in the league right now, their only problem is that the rules don't allow them to defend the goal when the
Wildcat offense is on the field. (Oregon Tech scored 13 of their 21 points
when Central was on offense). The defense should be able to hold the
Mounties to three touchdowns - but the offense will never progress far
enough in a week to overcome that margin, EOSC by 14.
.
Oregon Tech takes their treadmill offense and pits it against Southern
Oregon's track meet defense. Tech's only weakness is that they have 1!1e
worst passing game in the world, but even that won't stop them from wmning this one, Owl's by 17.
·
Oregon College is looking for their first league win of the season when
they invade Bellingham .this week, and they'relooking in the right place.
Western lost their only hope for a win streak when they lost last week, and
this should be the beginning of a streak in the opposite direction, OCE by
10.
Llnfield is rolling through their season without a blemish, and figure to
keep rolling right through Spokane this weekend 'when they take on Whit:worth. The Whits almost upset top-ranked PLU last week, and are hoping
to get the job done this week - close but no cigar, Linfield by 7.
Winless Pacific takes a field trip to Tacoma Sat. for an extension class
in football technique. PLU had a close call last week, and will make sure
their students learn their lesson well, Lutes by 35, (at least).
In the last Northwest conference game, Lewis and Clark will add to
Williamette's misery, L&C by 2.
In the Pac- 10, Washington hit a season high last week when they
squeaked by Stanford. Luckily for the Huskies, this weeks low will n~t ~
terminal due to the fact that Navy is in town. The Dogs sure are patriotic
in their s~heduling, rwnor has it that they're trying to set up a game with
the Coast Guard next year. Well, anyway, all the battleships in the Persian Gulf couldn't keep the middies from leaving with anything but their
crewcuts, (and perhaps a purple heart or two), Huskies by ~O.
Stanford is down in the dwnps these days, but they have to bounce back
fast for a big Pac-5 encounter in Pullffian. Washington State is coming off
a big win over Arizona and actually thinks they've got a shot at the roses.
Leave it to the Cardinals to blow the petals off that dream, Stanford by 12.
UCLA puts its unbeaten string on the line at California this Saturday,
and they will probably see a few more footballs in the air than they would
like. But it would take a Bear tear to ruin the Bruins, UCLA by 6.
Arizona State plays host to Pacific (Cal). and will be surprised at how
good a team can play ti.lat no one's heard of. The Sun Devils should be abble to squeeze out a win, by 7.
·
Five years ago, when Arizona scheduled a home game with Notre
Dame, they had hoped the game would mean something. They were
right! it means one more win for Notre Danie, Irish by 20.
.
Nevada-Las Vegas will try their luck in Eugene this .week, and the big
question is whether Reggie Ogburn will be on the field or in a hospital.
This, however, will only effect the score, not the outcome, Due~ by 21.
If you've been waiting for this week's upset special, hete it is:. Long
Beach State over Oregon State by three. The upset of course, is the
· ·
·
stomachs of Oregon's fans, (if there are any).
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Spikers go 1-5
Most coaches would describe the Nov. 7-8 at Moscow, Idaho. The top
loss of six straight matches as a · four teams at Moscow qualify for
complete disaster. But that is not regionals Nov. 21-22 at Bellthe way Central Washington ingham.
University volleyball coach Bob
Matches against two Alaska
Young looks at last weekend's schools did not count in determing
volleyball tournament at the seeding.
Nicholson Pavillion.
Central finished sixth with a 1-5
"We learned a lot from the ex- record and will face third -seeded
perience,'' Young said. ''Physical- . Western Washington in the intitial
ly we played well enough to win round at Moscow. Idaho grabbed
several of the matches, but we the top seed with a 6-0 record. CWU
need to improve our mental gave the Vandals their toughest
toughness."
match before falling 15-11, 15-12.
Four of the six bouts were decidCentral continues its schedule
ed in three sets and in three of this weekend by traveling to
those Central won the first game. Portland to compete in the
"We just weren't able to carry our · Portland State Invitational Friday
momentum over into the second and Saturday. The Wildcats .host
game. That is a mental problem," (hosted) Columbia Basin and EdYoung said.
monds Tuesday.
One of the pleasing aspects of the
CWU results: d. by Alaskatournament for Young was the Fairbanks, 15-10, 7-15, 15-11; d. by
play of Lana Benson. Benson, a Alaska-Anchorage, 10-15, 15-4,
junior from Bellevue, is nonnally 15-9; d. by Boise State, 12-15, 15-8,
a ·back-row specialist, but she also 15-10; d. by Idaho, 15-11, 15-12; d.
played well in the front row.
by Eastern, 15-9, 15-2; d. by Lewis
The tournament results were and Clark, 13-15, 15-7, 15-7; Roundcom}?ined with results from earlier robin results: 1. Idaho 6-0, 2.
this month at Portland and Eastern 5-1, 3. Western 4-2, 4. Boise
Lewiston to determine seeding for State 3-3, 5. Lewis-Clark 2-4, 6. Centhe regional qualifying tournament tral 1-5, 7. Portland 0-7.

Tee~

Cats to face
Considering their respective
records, the following may be hard
to swallow. But, basically it is true.
The Eastern Oregon and the Central Washington University football teams are similar in many
respects.
The Mounties are 5-0 and ranked
16th among NAIA Division 1
schools. CWU has one win (via
forfeit) in five starts.
Both colleges have relied on
strong defenses, anchored by
outstanding linebackers. And they
have both struggled offensively.
They are also similar in the way
they line up on offense: the basic
split back, pro set with a good mixture of passing and running.
Eastern Oregon is the third ranked team CWlJ has faced. Pacific
Lutheran defeated the 'Cats 24-11
and Linfield clipPed CWU 30-2.
They are ranked No. 1 and No. 3
among NAIA Division 2 schools.
"Eastern Oregon is one of the
most talented teams we've
played," CWU coach Tom Parry
said. "They have excellent talent
in all phases of the game. They
also have the best punter in captivity."

The punter is Rich Perez. He led
the nation with a 44.6 average until
last week when his average slipped
to 42.4 in a 33-23 victory against the
Oregon College of Education.
Most of the Mountie talent,
however, seems to be in its
defense. The defense surrendered
416 yards to OCE, but is still allowing just 89 rUshing yards and 107
passing yards per game. They
came into the OCE game ranked
second nationally in defense.
Top
def enders
include
linebackers Derek Gatlin (6-3, 207)
and Tony Applewhite (6-5, 216) and
tackle Curt Norris (6-3, 260). All
three not only have good size, but
are quick.
Safety Haven Jones anchors the
secondary. He has picked off five
passes.

safety intercepts Peer.boom. 's pass

photo1by Scott Collier

·16th ranked .Mounties
defense," Mountie coach Don defensive standouts . and shared · from Kent, is second with 34 ... The
Turner admitted. "Our offense has Wildcat-of-the-week honors.
CWU defense has allowed just 12
been chopping -around. We are a
It was the second play-of-the- · touchdowns in five ·games while
long way form being a good team week honor for Kofstad~ a junior · playing the equivalent of six
on offense."
from Woodland. He was also · games. (Time possession favors
"That's why Central scares us. honored in the Linfield game.
CWU opponents 3: 00.59 to ·
Our scouts were very impressed
WILDCAT NOTES: CWU's of- , 1:59.01.) ... CWU converted just
with the Central defense (against fense had another dismal perfor- three of 17 third downs against
Oregon Tech)."
mance. Oregon Tech limited them Oregon Tech. Twice they made
Linebacker Tim Kofstad, who to minus 14 yards rushing and 129 ·fourth downs ... Earl Azeltine leads
was credited with 16 tackles, and total yards... Kofstad leads the in fumble recoveries with two and
defensive tackle Tim Armstrong, a team in tackles with 55 ... Paul . Mike Studet has the most sacks,
junior from Snohomish, were Warmenhoven, a junior linebacker three for 15.
. ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...-........_............................11111i11ii1111iiii................_

Phil Hernandez is EO's leading
rusher with 253 yards in five
games. The Mounties are averaging 278.6 yards per game, 132 on '
the ground and 145 passing. Two of
its touchdowns against OCE game
on long plays, a 94-yard kickoff
return ~d a 73-yard pass play.
"We've got a pretty good

In today's inflationary economy it is hard to find a good
quality stereo system at a moderate price. For the very
best sound you usually pay extra for high power and
elaborate features. But now we can offer NAO.
NAO eliminates the frills and incorporates advanced

How To.·:i~~~#~Ei~~~~;~::;~~;;~;,~;;
BEAT TH E
Hl&H CI ST

OF HI FI
-

audio design need not cost any more than a poor or med·
. locre one. The 3020, for example, at a nominally rated 20
watts per channel drives low efficiency (and low impedance) loudspeakers as loud and clean as most of ttie
expensive heavyweights. The results of stringent laboratory testing of the 3020 were reported in the July Issue of
Stereo Review. After Sl.ICCessfully driving four sets of
loudspeakers (with a combined Impedance as low as 1
ohm at many frequencies), Julian Hirsch declared that ·
even " ... without knowing Its power rating and price, one
could well conclude that it was one of the fine amplifiers
of our time." He went on to say, "Certainly Its distortion, ·
noise and other electrical characteristics could hard.ly
be Improved upon."••
.
•
NAO's uncommonly rational approach to audio design ·
is evident In the 4020 tuner, as well. No compromises
• whatsoever are made In the performance areas directly
· related to Its listening quality . . . good sensitivity to
weak signals, quieting of 'background noises, wide
stereo separation with very low levels of audible distortion and very flat frequency response.
We are proud to :Je a member of the NAO Group, which is
directly respo,,slble for ·$he design of

these
extraordinary compoilents. We in-1NADI·
vite you to come in for a demonstration o. f

the 3020 and 4020, and to receive your
copy of the Stereo Review Equipment Test
Report.
-.

What -makes our ·,diamond
·engagement rings special?
We recognize that the purchase of a diamond
engagement ring is an important decision. Our
friendly salespeople will gladly assist you in
selecting the one that's perfect for you-perhaps
one of these beautiful rings' crafted in 14 karat
white ·gold. For affordable diamond engagement
rings created especiaily for you, visit us soon.

~~- B UTTON JEWELERS
8 erring the Valley 40 years
>1~,~
119 E. 4th . ·

Come in and enioy.
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Central's harriers
relax after a
strong showing
at the Portland
Invitational

Central runners finish -Fourth
by G. Scott Spruill
Cross country races, the Sears
Die-Hard of Competition, are run
from gun to tape despite any conditions of weather or terrain.
However, cliche or not, ther
always seems to be an exception to
the rule. In this case, volcanic
ashfall. At last Friday's cloud a'la
Mount St. Helens lightly rained
over Portland, Coach Spike Arlt
was busy on the phone confirming
his team's date with Trailblazer
City for a Saturday morning Invitational at Pier Park. The
University of Portland, host of the
me~t, indicated that the meet site
wowd be changed to an ash-free
Blue Lake Park, 20 miles up-river.
In the sport of hill & dale scheduling good course is as important as
good competition and while this
change from the hilly to the flat
was unexpected, the meet prove.ct
to be prime exposure for the
national-caliber Wildcats.
Beautiful 65° skies prevailed
above but 58 runners from four colleges and two clubs created their
own storm on the flat, fast fivemile course. The Greater Monmouth Track Club (Salem, Ore)
took the team title with 48 points
paced by Dave Castle's second individually. Their scoring was

2,4,7,13,22. Second was a chase
with Bellvue Community College
scoring 65 to Oregon State's 68.
Central Washington harriers
were in tight with 84 for fourth
place, Phil Phimister, consistant
as he is swift, raced the distance
with the leaders placing third at
the finish in 24:39.9. Phil, looking
for a season of consistancy through
strength, says he feels he's right
where he should be and looks forward to the championship races in
November. Ted Mittelsteadt, second,map at Fort Casey two weeks
ago, held down that position Saturday with a rush at the finish to naildown 14th in a fine 25:16.6.
John Freeburg, second man for
Central at their Simon l/4fraser
debut_ but missed Fort Casey
because of a sprained ankle,
bounced back in -a hurry placing
2oth in 25:27.7. Junior Kent Hernandez, improving nicely over the
two races, finished heel-toe to
Freeburg one place behind in
25:29.0. Battling the flu last week,
Jack Stillmaker returned in fine
fashion to run fifth for Central in
final scoring position placing 26th
in 25:37.9. Junior Tim Morgan got
a firm hold as Central's sixth man
placing 31st eight seconds be.hind

Jack. Paul Harshman finished in
the seventh and final nationaltraveling position for CWU. 1bis
race and Saturday's CWU Invitational will be the deciding factors
on who rounds the out the traveling
team. Harshman has company hot
on his tail with teammates Roger
Howell, Bob Prater and Scott
Fuller all within 30 seconds of him.
"It was a super competitive
race. We all ran very well", Coach
Arlt said. Arlt was pleased with his
team's grouping evident in the 58
seconds that separated their first
and fifth men and just 21.3 between
numbers two and five, "Our grouping was good and I look for it to get
much better before distict". Particularly impressive was the
team's improvement compared to
others. At Fort Casey, the University of_Portland beat CWU by 25
points but Saturday, two· weeks
later, we turned the tables on the
Pilots by 21. Similarly, the gap was
closed on Community College
power, Bellevue, 144 to 19. Along
with this improvement goes further solidification of Central
Washington University as the top
power of the Nothwest NAIA cross
country teams.
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WE DELIVER
5:00 P.M. · 2:00 A.M. DAILY

Gallons To Go
Speeial $1.99

Portland Invitational team
results: 1. Greater Monmouth
Track Club, 48; 2. Bellevue Community College, 65; 3. Oregon
State, 68; 4. Central Washington,
84; 5. University of.Portland, 105;
6. Jerry's Pathology, 141.
Individual: 1. Chris Hamilton,
UP, 24:31.9; 2. Dave Castle,
GMTC, 24:32.3; 3. Phil Phimister,
CWU, 24:39.9; 4. Steve Carrie,
GMTC, 24:44.5; 5. Orly Waller,
BCC, 24:44.7; 6. David Hohnes, JP,
24:45.1; 7. Bob Ray, GMTC,
24:49.3; 8. Gid Rysdam, OSU,
24:50.5; 9. Jeff Hotsko, BCC,
24:52.8; 10. Jerry Maris, BCC,

Evco Standings
Eastern Orego~
Oregon Tech ·
Southern Oregon
Oregon College
Western Washington
Central Washington

.

Rose Bowl Race
Washington
CalHornia
Washington State
Stanford
Arizona

Pro
l. Philadelphia
2. New England
3.SanDiego
4. Los Angeles
5. Pittsburgh
6. Buffalo
7. Detroit
8. Baltimore
9. Cleveland
. 10. Seattle

Record
6-1
6-1
5-2
5-2
4--3
5-2
5-2

league
1-0
1-0
1-0
0-1
0-1
0-1

season
5-0

league
2-1
2-1
1-1
1-2
1-2

season
5-1
2-4
2-4

4-1

1-4
2-3
2-3
1-4

4-3

2-3

4-3
4-3
4-3

College
1.Alabama
2.UCLA
3. Notre Dame
4.Nebraska
5. Georgia
7. Texas
8. Ohio St.
9. Washington
10. Southern Cal

Record
6-0
5-0
5-0

5-1
6-0
6-0

5-1
5-1
5-0-1

vw
DATSUN
TOYOTA

'2.25 Schlitz & Bull
925-1111

11. Mike Pyeatt, OSU,
12. Jack Ramesy,- BCC,
13. Garry Kilgore, GMTC,
14. Ted Mittelsteadt, CWU,
15. Pete Warner, OSU,
16. John Frank, OSU,
17. Tom Cushman, JP,
20. John Freburg, CWU,
21. Kent Hernadez, CWU,
26. Jack Stillmaker, CWU,
31. Tim Morgan, CWU,
40. Paul Harshman, CWU,
43. Roger Howell, CWU,
46. Bob Prater, CWU,
47. Scott Fuller, CWU,
51. Pete Vernie, CWU,

Crier poll

(Heidelberg)
WE DELIVER
5-2
925-2222
DAILY

24:59.5;
25:05.2;
25:06.6;
25:07.6;
25:16.6;
25: 16.9;
25:17.4;
25:19.9;
25:27.7;
25:29.0;
25:37.9;
25:46.5;
26:21.4;
26:32.8;
26:47.8;
26:50.1;
28:14.5.

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
003 North Mai~

925-5539
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Soccer club impressive in victories

Wildcats
edge
Western

Idaho scored all four of its goals
photo, by Scott Collier
on sustained carries from midfield. CWU took nine corners compared to four by Idaho, but the
shots on the goal were exactly
reversed.
"We looked tired and had some
injuries which didn't help." the
coach said.
Boise dominated Friday's game,
.
.
.
Central Washington Uruvers1ty, scoring both of its goals in these2-7 on the season travels
· problem was
.
. to Tacoma cond haIf. "Our basic
Sa t urday f0~ a pair
0~ f.ield hockey that we didn't sto the ball " Put. t d t P
'
games against Pacific Luteran
.
.t (S 30
d nam pom e ou .
Umversi
y
:
a:m.) an
B · h d 25
t
b
W"ll'
tt u ·
·t .
oise a
corners o one y
i iam~ e mv~rsi Y (2· 30 ~.m.) CWU and the game was kept close ·
I The Wildcats picked up their se- b th
k ·
f Lo ·Rath.
B.~,. con d vic
· t
f h
y e goa1 eepmg o ri · Jen .· ·
ory
o
t
e
season
Satur(Yak.
)
h
h
d
·
.
.
ima w o a 13 saves an d ·
day, edgmg Western Washington, .
·.,,.:
1 '
~ . 2-1. Idaho defeated CWU W in nme c ears.
:,. Saturday's second game and Boise :
· State shutout CWU 2-0 Friday.
!
Becky Giles (Seldovia, Alaska) ·
. and captain Tracey Locke (Port
~~ Ludlow) scored CWU's goals. .
Locke's goal was assisted by
t,~~
The Wildcats defeated the p.m.) and Eastern Washington (1
Mareen Moloney (Moxee).
Central improved its record to
~T:~ CWU was able to control the ball,
~ 4-3 Sunday by defeating Gonzaga University of Idaho 2-1 Sat. with p.m.) this Sat. and Sun. The CWU
which it didn't do against Boise
,. .2-1 in. a college socce~ match. Mike the same two players accounting women face Eastern Washington
~ State . "We stoppe? the ball and
ij I,,.. !Parrish and Bob Stormo scored the for the goals.
and University of .Puget Sound Sat.
CWU hosts Whitworth (1: 00 and Sun. at 10:30 a.m.
I had it on our stick before we
""'.. :goals .
I started our attack. Consequently,
.:'.
--------.~--------------------------
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accurate,"
CWU outshout Western 9-1 and
took more than twice as many corners (19-9).

Michelle Murray

wonten harriers contpete in Seattle

Central Washington's women's · dicate overall(I,11) finish. Central
cross country team competed in : did not place in the Division II
the Sportswest Women's Cross ; team standings because of a lack
Country Invitational at Seattle's : of a fifth runner. The course, 130
Tyee Valley Golf Course, last : yards short of 5,000 meters, will be
Saturday. Lauri Shansby's first ; the site of the AI.AW National
place finish led Seattle Pacific to ChampionshiRs, November 15.
the Division II team victory over
Division II Team Scores: 1.
defending AI.AW Division II Cham- . Seattle Pacific, 29; 2. Air Force,
Improve your
pion Air Force, 29-39. The Univer- 39; 3. Western Washington, 124; 4. · grades!
sity of California-Berkeley nipped Spokane CC, 127; 5. Pacific
the UniverisityofWashington44-46 · Luthern, 148; 6. Linfield, 151; 7.
Send $1.00 for your
in the Division I race with Eastern Washington 162; 8. Puget ·306-page, research paper
Athletic's West's Cathie Twomey Sound 180; 9. Teams with out full
catalog. All · academic
taking the individual title in a . enteries; Cal State-Sacramento,
subjects.
course record 17:07.
Eastern Oregon, Central
Freshman Carol Christensen Washington, Bellewe CC, Everett
Collegiate Research
wasfirstacrossforCentralplacing CC.
P.O. Box 25097H
69th in 19:06, a personal record.
Individual: 1. Lauri Shansby,
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025
Laura Meyers, who placed &4th in SPU, 17:35; 2. Rita Burr, AF,
the AI.AW Division II nationals last 17:47; 3. Ronda Burnette, EO,
year, crossed in 20:01 for 104th. 18:04; 4. Maryanne Scannell, Cal I ;c;s:l;;~~--Kitty Teller was 126th in 20:45 and St-sac, 18:06; 5. Gail Volk, SPU, 1 Please rush the catalog.
Kofstad is the defense's mistake Jill Gunderson 133rd in 21:07. The 18:08; 6. Vicki Foltz, Everett, I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __
eraser. ''A lot of times he is there Division I and II races were run CC,18:18; 7. Diana Pappas, Cal St- I Address
I
to erase mistakes made by the rest together but team scores and in- Sac, 18:29; 8. Theresa Hanrahan, I City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
of the defense," defensive coor- dividual placings were tabulated AF, 18-33; 9. Gay Weaver, AF, I State
Z~p
I
separately, however, the above 18:39; 10. Melissa Nelson, SPU,
dinator Mike Dunbar said.
placings
for
Central
women
in18:40.
~---------~
"Tim has played as well this
year as any defensive player w~ ~*********************************************************11
have had for a couple of years."
head coach Tom Parry said.
Armstrong played extremely
well against one of the better offensive tackles in the Northwest, according to Parry. ''He is not a very
quick player, but he did everything
well Saturday."
Central, 0-5 on the season,
travels to La Grande Saturday to ~
~
*
face Eastern Oregon State College.
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Cat of the week

•

Central Washington University's
defense turned in another solid
performance S~turday allowing
Oregon Tech one touchdown.
Unfortunately, the Owls scored
two touchdowns off the CWU offense in a 21-0 victory.
Two of the CWU standouts
shared the Wildcat-of-the-week
honors: linebacker Tim Kofstad,
Woodland, and tackle Tim Armstrong, Snohomish.
Kofstad, wh9 leads the team in
tackles with 55 was credited with
12 primary stops and four assists
against the Owls to earn his second
player-of-the-week honor. He also
received the award agaist Linfield.

I
tt
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••
t
••
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••

:WINDBREAK CAFE:
.

.

: Homestyle cooking is our speciality ·
I
1 We offer good prices
: A good meal away from home

I

I
I

.,
I
I
I
I

25' off

I
I
I

. ...,,.I

1.

I

:

.

~

Chicken Fried Steak
or
Breaded Veal Cutlet
or
...... ......Ham & Cheese Omelette
' ~during breakfast ·
•""'_. , hours only J

'
I

*
:*
**
**

i*

**
•
**
*i

l·cuRT ·SMITH·i

__

"---.. . . . . ~.

I

I Representative :I

. - ---- ~ --- - - - - --- - - - ~ ---.- - - - --r

•

. State-

t
:

coupon special
I

I
t

A True Friend of .the College
His Record Proves It

:
:

G.O.P.

I*

Paid for by Curt Smith Campaign , Barry Ziegler, Chairman

~--------------------------~ · •**********************************************************
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Pictures_can be
•
quite Valuable

Campus Digest News Serviee

There is really a great deal more to
photography than pretty pictures. In
fact, there is a whole new
photographic speciality being
dev'eloped--it's the use. of
photography to substantiate tax and
insurance claims.
If you ever lost something valuable
and found it difficult to describe the
missing item, you'll recognize quickly
.iust how important a photographic
record-of that item could be. Magnify
that single loss to encompas an entire
house, and you 'II have some idea just
how difficult it could be to substantiate a Joss claim resulting from a ma..
jor theft or fire.
The time, of course, to begin your
. photographic record is before a loss
·· occurs. If an item could be stolen, the
'only possible time to make a
"photographic record is before the
thief gets his hands on it.
If fire is the problem, there is often
some evidence around after the
h9locau_st, but very often the property
is so bacUy charred or water-soaked

October 23, 1980

Horoscope

Week of Oct. 23 to Oct. 30

LIBRA: (S·ept. 23 lo Oct.
ARIFS: (Marcia 21 to April
22)-Travel is not particularly favored
Ith Energy may be low and mental
now. •Be sure your car is in
processes somewhat cobwebby. Stay
repair and drive "heads up" on you
with routine task and have health or
daily rounds. In dealings with peopl
diet checkups if indicated. If financial
who are new to your acquaintance ge
that getting some idea of its original ~o arrive at the amount of lo~ from a
problems are at the root of your
legal advice before making com- '
condition is quite difficult. A before· 'casualty." However, laws sqmetimes
depr~ion, go over budget and find
mitments.
and-after comparison, is, according change, so check with your financial
solutions.
SCORPIO: (Oct. 23 to Nov.
to the IRS, your best bet for any adviser before claiming the deduction.
21),;_Spend the holiday week at home
casualty ~oss claim.
Once you've gone to the trouble of · TAURUS: (April 20 to May ·
20)-New projects may be hard to get
with loved ones. Work on plans
Small items should be arranged ·on making property ·photographst make
off the ground, so attend to routine
· already in progress rather than stara table where you can photograph certain the file · can't be lost or
matters. Be diplomatic if tempers
ting anything new. Guard against
several at one time. Large pieces such ·destroyed along with the items you've
flare on the home front. Not the time
hostile attitude when you meet delays.
as a grandfather clock or stereo recorded. Store at least·one copy of
to take thances of any kind with
Financial speculation is not favored.
equip~ent might require several pie- the pictures (prPferably the negatives)
money--keep your wallet safely in
SAGIITARIUS: · (Nov. 22 to Dec.
tores m order to get all the sides off premises. The safe deposit boxes
your pocket!
21)-Your personality sparkles ·and
covered.
t>f your ·local banks are a good spot.
GEMINI: (May 21 to June , you can have a marvelous social time
The best way to solve this potential
20)- Don't rely on others for help
on the holiday weekend. Romance
valid justification problem is to calJ in
Photographic files of property are
now--your own right arm is your best
could bloom for the unmarried. Overa professional since ther is some , very useful to new home owners for
ally. Spend money on only the real
indulgence may leave you feeling
specialized equipment (such as a · determining how much insurance
necessiti~s and don't let yourself be
cranky and out of sorts. Don't inflict
macro lens) that is useful in picking coverage_might be needed. Apartment
drawn into arguments. Use creative • your mo_od on others . .,
up small identifying "signatures" dwellers will find photographs helpful
imagination in your project plans. ,
~hat ~
used to provide positive if they are ev~r.called upon to defend
CANCER: (J~n.~ 21 to Joly ,.
CAPRICORN: (Dec. 22 to Jal' .
1dentdication on such things as anti- .. their security deposit.
,
19)-A major problem, possibly inques and paintings.
So don't only think of your camera 22)--Move ahead .with confidence and.
keep on plugging. whether. others are
volving finance, could shake you up a
. I~terestingly, the cost of your iden- . as something you drag along on vacacooperative
or not. Take care of famibit. 'Seek advic~ from those with ext1fymg photos becomes a tax- tion. It can be very valuable around
ly responsibilities cheerfully. Not the
perience. A hea-Yy -workload could
. deductible item "as an expense of . the house as welt If disaster strikes
take its toll on heaJth. Get plenty of
determining your tax liability' as Jong : having those property photos tucked . time 'to ask for a raise or change jobs-'.
"
rest and watch your diet.
as the photographs have bee~ obtain- : away will make you appreciate just . -hang in there a while longer.
AQUARIUS: (Jan. · 20 to Feb.
ecUor use "in making appraisals and , how valuable your camera really can LEO: (July 23 to Aug. 22)-• A
18)--Money deals could be more com:.
in asce~ning the extent of damages ~e.
· "quick money scheme" may ' look
good,-but have serious flaws. Check it
plicated than they seem. Check
out " thoroughly. Concentrate on
everything out with an attorney. Be ;
domestic harmony .a~d finish up
·reasonable and discuss calmly any '
. home repairs. Use your high energy
differences with superiors, mate or
: to increase the value of what you
partner. Don't be stubborn or you
· · already have.
may lose. ·
·
VIRGO! (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)--1(
PISCES: (Feb. 19 to March 20)-A
you have neglected your health a
new romance could blossom for the
checkup may be wise. Delay signing
_unmarried, and present relationships
contracts or papers if possible--if not,
deepen for those already involved. Be
get good professional advice first.
careful of deception through others.
Financial matters could improve; but
Get all agreements in writing. Condon't get over-confident or reckless.
centrate on career, and curb im- :
pulsiveness.
Camp11S Digest News Service
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Welcome fa-Central
· and to the ..

u·NITED·ME.
. THODIST CHURCH
3rd and Ruby · 1 block S. of Safeway

Generations of students' have fouMd a -~hurch
away from home ·in the Methcxlist. church.
You're .' invited, toq!
5.
THl:JRSDAY: Chok practice; 7-8p.m;"
SUNDAY:\College/young adult
· ·re11owsnip and breakfast, 8:30 a.m.
Worship ro:o1l a.m.
EVERY MORNING: Pastor is available: to
," you, for tea, chit-chat or .counseling ..

FOR INFORMATION OR RIDES~-C:ALL:
Paitor-Jim Rnkbe.i ner
Church Office
. 925-2157
962'· 9257
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ACROSS

28. Gave the pink
slip to
30. Liquor from
the Islands ·
31. Disconcerts
33. Surfeit
35. Oversentimental
36. Tone of the
scale
37. "Aye, there's
the-,''

1. Magenta or
azure
6. Grills
12. Oxlike
13. Dried fruit
14: Mimicked
15. Threshing
implement
17. Family
member
18. Capture the
"Haml~t''
pennant
38. Mildewed
19. A ustraHan - , 39. Opposite of
swim ~troke
39-Down
-20. Russian ·
40. World organfighte1 pla ... <izatkn: ah1'r.
21. See!
41. Discrimina22. Covering for
tion
the shoulders
42. Heckle
· . 43. Illustrious
23. ·specks
45. Lean-lookin~
24. Provide nour· 4 7. Without
ishment for
obstruction
26. Mine shaft
48. Hauls
27. Disdain

'·

.1

iBallot forins available

DOWN
1. Abundant
2. Like an-,
sweltering
3. Hat; slang
4. "-with the
dance!''
5. Chorus
n. Donnybrook
7. Wading bird
8. Venezuela's
chief export
9. Cuba or Madagascar: abbr.
10. Restrict
11. Hazards f 01·
a riverboat
12. \Ve(.ps noi:aily
16. Suburbanite's
pride
19. Bracelet
dangler
20. Auto court
22. Malt brew
23. - look, angry
glare
25. U ndersizerl
:!fi. Full of
substance
· :28. ··He travel~
the -who
travels alone;.
2n. Holds up .
:n. Iron oxide
~2. Like - . \"el'r
quickly
Low and
harsh
34. Of the moon
35. Rumpled
38. lfanhandle
39. Grow dim
.n. Ballerina's
support
42. Horse's
mouthpiece
44. "-and my
shadow"
46. Ring statistic: slang

How to Obtain an Absentee Ballot:
~ny ••Kl'll·n•t v«er who< annot •-<>le in person m.y apply to the cOU'lty audit<>< "'dtparun•nt ot electiom lo< an .o..ntee balot Any ~
rNj'.lt•-.1 ¥.tlh lht• ne<f"'t...iry inform.tion wil bf' honored For ~OU!' convenience . .an applicalion form ts reproduced bek>w The .addre-sses of IM
•Uthtor\ or 1fti>c1rtmenh of elechom. .are also hied bftk>w In order to be cert.i1tn that an iibsenl~ b~ reque-sr tS "-Jlhenhc. the eie<tK>n \iWj
'"'~"'" ''"" lhf> ...gn.itute ""lhe apploc:ation bo "'rifit!d by comparison with
on the vo1er·s permanenl regis1ralion rec0<d F0< ll'ls
"'•"•""of a hW1an<I •nd woie boCh Wlih lo vole by .i>stnlee balot . bolh musl sogn lhe applicaloon form or "'!"'rate. SJ8t"d requests should bo
"''""'led In or<ler 10 he counlt'd. an absentff balol must be vott'd and pmtm.lrkt'd no lat.,. 1han lhe day ol the olecllon If you nt""" to vote
•n ,,,.,....._... tulot. makl' YOU' request as soon as possble to alow sullicient time f<>< an ex~ of c0<r~e With lhe county audit<><
"' 1lepar1mont ot olectoons AWnltt balot requests m.lY be presentt'd in per'°" al the office o/ lhe county audil<>< or <ieiwtment of elections
up urd me day of the eltction No obsenltt Nlots m.lY be issued on the day ol the eltctlon.

the"""''"''

Counc\I (ounhovw-

~wtin

11S Wond

(DUftfyCOUf'1'tlovw

..

Owl~

n• Sou•h lincoln

Cl..,1.-m
C l.lrl

r>ou«fn

. .. ... . .

h.nU1n . . . . .
C.•field ..

Cri1n1 ....

~::..

H.ubof

W~lchff

99HO
...,.

Ol•noSMI

Wf'~w1lle

Jtepubbr
l'nco

99166
99101

Pomer~

99)47

(pht.tf.t
Mon1ni'"Q

. . . . . . . "C"S1rtt1NW

.. : ::-.':~II.I=.,

. 434 ·North Sprague
- Ellensburg·
J~hone 925-696 l

S1eweM . . .

911219

Thunton . .
WM\k1.1•um

w.i1. w.na

. . . • . . . . . . . NDnh o.k Srfftl
. ....... . . 11th & CoJpkol Wa7
Countr Courthc-..w

Se•U~

'14o;...~SctN1

Poll 0Jch.1rd
ElleMbutg

'810I
911"
91992'

Wh.tecom . .
. J11 Gf•nd Avt-nue
Whitman
North M.I;,,, Street
hkim.1 .........•..... . Nor1h 2nd & E~ .. ...

~..

'862!1

20SWntf1flh
County Counhou\r

· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C L I P FORM OUT ON THIS

.......... 11s w~ M~n

Mount\'etftM
~~enwn
hfl'~f

CoktitH.C>t,.mpi.1

C•thl.lnwt

w.ri.w.n.

ee111nah""

91SJ2
99111
tlSM
9U40

99586
9'156
lll402
tl2SCI
tll1)

W6.4ll
•201
99201
9911-4
•S01
WU
9'J62
'Jlll'j

Coif••

99111

\'11!.111'\1

"901

LINE-------------------·

Absentee Ballot Request
... HEREBY DECLARE THAT I AM A REGISTERED VOTER

................... .................. ...... """" Zi.;.·····
PHONE NO. ..

................. . ................ .. ....................... ... PRECINCT .... ······················;;;·;<;;;;;.;;;;···

SEND MY BALLOT TO:

0 SAME ADDRESS AS ABOVE:

................

0 THE ADDRESS BELOW:

c;;:.; · ~ ·.; ow;;

········· .........................s"T...-TE ····· ·········· · .............i;;;··· .. ·

This application is for the stale geneul election to be held on

Novem~r

4. 1980. ·

SIONA TURE X ........ .

· TO BE VALID, YOUR
SIGNATURE MUST
BE INCLUDED

SIGNATURE X ....

No..: II husband and wile both want absentee ballOla, signatures of eac:h are necessary.

FOR OFFICf UM ONlY
REGISTRATION NUMBER
REGISTRATION V£111FIEO .....

. .. . ... ...... .... .......... ..... PRECINCT CODE -·····- ......... LEO. OIST. .

·· ·····;;o;;;;•:;·s;<iNA;-UAi'·············

BAI.LOT COOE .. ............... ....... .......

ADDRESS CHANGE ...

IAllOT MAILED ..............

.. IAllOT RETUANEO ....... ......... ........

'T iii
\...

_111111.
THEllE'S 11-111 TBRD

11cas· AT

TACO BM.

Mon-Thurs.
10:30 ·a.m.-10:30p.m.
Fri.-Sat. .
10: 30a.m.-Midnight

All students interested in attending should contact the Leisure
Services office in Edison, Room
'206.

·10~% off
everything fu both shops

SALE

excluding sale items
sale only Satuftlay, October 25

· Lauffer Stainless

·50%

St»ok•nf'

'856)

, 20%-off'

Come in and see to appreciate
: many I other sale items with
· savings up to

Shjtit ................ 205 Kin<aidSetttt
SkMT1Jini•
..•.•...... CountyCaurthouie
Sroohomi\h
.MXIO lodel~le•
............. . Wftll116~..,.

Spok•ne

99121

·Close-out Sale on
-LeCreuset Cast Iron
.Cookware

20%off

rief'ce ..
.. 'JOT.:°'"aA.venue
\.ln Juan . .. ...... . ... P. 0. lo• 611

r.end Qf~IW ........... 62S W~t fourth

'8168

Reg. $18.50

-. (in'·stock only)

Sf'l~ton

Port Townsend

. (battery ran)

going places"

O~r-npon

Ohnot1.att
Souttl lf'ftd
Ntwpott
T.com•
ffid.-,H.11bot

CoupPliU~

Electric Sifter

"Our business is

C~h,I~

~th '

Jeffe1W>n & CIH
SOO fourth Avenue

S... ~~\\~ERSARY . .

·$1 .50 off

M4Wf'\f~1n

450 lOIJi" Suttt

P.teifi< ................ Mfomori•I Avenue

9'lZI
9161'
'8151

..
....

"""'"'°" ........ ...... fourth&"'*'
149 Thud

=

kel\O

..

with Internship Agencies.
There will also be commercial
exhibitors presenting their wares.
Social events are plannt!d
throughout the evenings.

I~~"

lf"1\11\ .
l1ncoln

o.,.1on

County Courthou\e
Countr Cour•houw
. 101' North fourth
. ..... County Coutthou't

ft-ffrnon . . . . .........
1'1ng .
. . •. . . • . . . .
Klfup ............. ,.
Klflllts
...
Khditat . . .

9916'
9'401

~;,:!~

12th & hMlkS.n
M1 (.l'f Main
1ffJ .!'rokJfth Ju.th

Cowlit1

lhtlwile
Atottft

"°""'

., CountrCo-1rthov\e

c ..tumbi.1

'"'Y

~r«C

Leisurely Sp~g
The Washington Parks and Legislative Involvement, ComRecreation Association's annual mercial Recreation, Community
statewide conference is being held Education, and Special Olympics.
Students will be hosting the connext month in Yakima. The conference is being c<rsponsored by ference and are an integral part of
Central's Leisure Services Pr<r the W.R.P.A. Student Section
gram and the Yakima Parks and Sponsored Programs. This inRecreation Department. Con- cludes taking a look at the
legislative process from a recreaference dates are Nov. 12-14.
The W.R.P.A. Conference is L tionists perspective and dealing
designed for students and professionals in the growing field of
Recreation and Leisure Services to
address important issues in the
field today. Through lectures and
discussions ideas are shared and
opinions formulated on the future
directions of Recreation and
Leisure in Washington State. Cur- ·
rent issues on the agenda include:
Handicapped Accessability, Urban :
Trails, PlaygrQund Safety, :

cin

llP
AdMm
flf'llWon

other items
up to

·20
· 0/
10
!

(~

0

ff ~I II

.. ~~

stock only)

..Across from the Post Office

·,
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Comics
CONSUMER CARNIVAL

HI, DAVY,,,, THIS IS PRUDENCE!
WOULD VOU ANO ALEX LJKE TO ?

CCME OVER FOR DINNER TONIGHT.

by Bob Cordray

SURE... BUT WE'RE

GOING TO STOP OFF
AND SMOOT SOME
BtLLJARD5 FIRST!

f
I .
I

by GIUFFRE

DON'T SAY IT:S IMPOS51BLE .
WITH DISCIPLINE , ANYONE
CAN CONTROL THEIR
EMOTIONS .

by EDDY ELIA

PISCES
WMAT DO YOU GET iF YOU
<:R05SE.D AN E.LECTR\C.
E.E.l w·1TH A SWORDFi~H?

I
I

Stereotypes

I
Q

T\-\E ACCOUN11Net MAJOR
lS MONEY \-\UNGRY.• ·
l""E CAN OF\E.N BE SEEN

FoNOL-l~~ HlS \EX.AS
\N~,..TRUME~.rr: OCCAS\oN-

I knew ., had
i-t made when
my prof told
m€ to call
her by her
first name.
c

11YC by O.w.F.

. LL-Y l4E ·G£15 l-\\5 YA-YAS

A-r 'THE Plzz.A A...Aet.

VOTE

LL S\UOY' AND tJO PLAY
MAKES \HE ACC.bUNTlNfr
5\\JDENT ~L..L.JOULL)DJU,
0UT RlCH~.
,
·

.$ $

by j. jones

VOTE

I dov.-\" K"'ov..>
ab·olA-\

CONSUMER CARNIVAL

n-.1"\

cou\d be..s~;

----.-/ I

by GIUFFRE

rcQJl

?to!)J
.I

CCU\~ eveN

.See

Time to look for a
new roommate!

..

t.d-\6!.f<l he~

Ed major interviews

Campus intervieus

Attention Winter Quarter student teachers or Option "C" entry phase
Business a{ld Technical Campus Interviews: The following firms will
students.
have representives at the Career Planning and Placement Center to inInterviews: Tuesday Nev. 4,1980, Grupe Conference Center, 8:30-~.1:30 terview interested canidates. Brochures are available. Sign-up schedules
a.m.
-: are posted one week, to the day, before the arrival of the interviewers on
Sign-up: Oct. 27-31, Education Department, Black Hall.
.
campus.
The purpose of this meeting is to make a better placement during the
Oct 24-Atkinson Grad School of Actn Williamette Univ, Salem, Ore.
field experience.
Sign up for those interested in School of Adm or College of Law. (Sign up
on 10/17/80)
Oct 25-The Bon, Seattle, Washington. Executive Trainee Program.
Fashion Merchandising; Business; Home Ee.
Oct 28-U.S. Army. Officers Canidate School. SUB-Information Table.
The Counceling Center will offer a ESTEEM BUILDING WORKSHOP
Oct 28*-Ernst & Whinney, Tacoma, Washington. Acounting firm; Audit,
for 4 sessions beginning Thursday, Oct. 30th and continuing through Nov.
6, 13, and 20. It will be held from 7:00to 9:00 p.m. at the Grupe Conference Tax, Mgmt Consulting. State and Nation.
Oct 28-First National Bank of Oregon, Portland, Oregon. Management
Center. It is a free no-credit workshop, offered to the University comTraining Program; Banking and Finance, and those interested in bankmunity and to the residents of 1'5.lensberg.
It is designed to furt~er personal understanding, encourage develop- ing as a career.
Oct 29*-Washington Public Power Sup System; Richland,Washington.
ment of self-confidence, and to stimulate positive changes in self-concept.
Accounting Majors- Acounting Division.
Please-register at the Center by Oct. 30, by calling 963-1391.
Oct 30-Boeing Company, Seattle, Washington. Finance, Industrial Tech
& Accounting- Will be working in industrial engineering & manufacturing. Must be able to analyze costs & have background that is statistical
1
and
analytical.
Community Gallery, 408 12 N. Pearl, encourages all members to attend
* Accounting Firm/Majors.
the annual membership meeting today, Oct. 23, at 7:30 p.m. The meeting
will be held at the Gallery.

Building esteem

Gallery meeting

Ski club offers
f activities

This year the CWU Ski Club is offering a large variety of on and off
the snow activities, including two
major ski trips. Reservations have
been made at Mount Bachelor,
Oregon, known for its dry powder.
Limited space is available for
this trip which is scheduled over
New Years. A second trip has been
scheduled over Spring Break at
world famous Sun Valley Idaho.
The Ski Club will also offer overnight snowshoeing activites and
cross country ski trips. These activities will be open to anyone interested, no prior experience
necessary. Throughout the season
the club will be having parties and
other social events. The basic function of the club is to bring together
everyone interested in having fun
in the snow.
The first meeting will be Tuesday, Oct. 28 at 7: 30 p.m. in the
FOREIGN SERVICES OFFICER EXAM: Applications for the Federal Yakima Room in the SUB.
Services Officer Exam are available now at the Career Planning and
~lacement Center, Barge 105. This exam is for positions as Foreign Of- .
f1cer for the U.S. State Dept. Application Deadline: October 24. Exam
date: December 6.

Foreign Services exam

Pros and cons
Hear the arguments for and against the five ballot issues to be decided
in the November geneial election. Tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Ellensburg
Public Library. Sponsored by the League of Women Voters and the
Ellensburg Public Library.

News in the Library
A selected, partially annotated list of new books from the
Central Library. On the new book shelves, Room 203, October, 23-27,1980.
NEW IN Reference
Times atlas of the world. '1980.
Times atlas of China. Edited by PJM Geelan, and DC
Twitchett. l97 4.
George Elrick. Science fiction handbook for readers and
writers. 1978.
Lois Fisher. Literary gazetteer of England. 1980.
OTHER NEW BOOKS
W. Newton-Smith. Structure of time. 1980. Towards a
positive theqry of time. The nature of time, the intractability of time, the topology of time including the linearity, unity, beginning, and micro-aspects of time.
Chong-Hui Pak. Korea reborn, a model for development.
1979.
Henry David Thoreau. Week on the Concord and Merrick
Rivers. cl 978.
James Wilson, ed. Politics of regulation. 1980.
Youth Employment and public policy. 1980.
Jack Grushcow. Profits through seasonal trading. 1980.
Vito Tanzi. Inflation and personal income tax, an international perspective. 1980.
Florence E. Vickery. Old and growing, conversations,
observations and reflections on growing old. 1978.
Paul Shane. Police and people, a comparision of five countries. 1980.
Roger P. Labrie, ed. SALT Handbook, key docuements
and issues, 1972-1979.
Richard L. Chapple. Soviet Satire of the Twenties. 1980.
Kao Ming. Lute, Kao Mings Pi-pa chi. 1980.
Calso Fuentes. Terra nostra. 1975, 1980.
Ruby Cohn. Just a play, Becketts theater. 1980.
William M. Gibson. Theodore Roosevelt among the
humorists, W.D. Howells, Mark Twain, and Mr. Dooley,
Finley Peter Dunne. 1980.
Michael McClure. Josephine the mouse singer. 1980.
OBIE Award-Best play of the year. (1979).
.. Clifford B. Jones. Software development, a rigerous approach. 1980.
Christopher R. Evans. Micro miliennium. c1979,
1980.(Mathematics).
Thomas F. Gaskell. World climate, the weather, the environment and man. 1979.
Rene Dubos. Wooing of Eartli. 1980.
Milton W. Weller. Island waterfowl. 1980.
Christine Haycock,ed. Sports medicine for the female
athelete. 1980.
Robert S. Scott. Physician and sports medicine guide to
racquet ball squash. 1980.

Holmes elected
secretary

Kachees 'canoe trip
Relax and take a break! University Recreation Outdoors program is
sponsoring the Lake Kachees Canoe Trip. We will leave here Saturday,
Oct. 25, at 10 a.m., and return Sunday at 3 p.m.
Transportation,canoes,canoeing instruction and camping equipment are
all included for only $8.00 per person. Bring your own food and sleeping
bag.
The program is limited to 15 people so hurry and sign up in the games
room, For more information, call 963-3512.

Peggy Holmes, mathematics
dept., was elected secretary of the
· Washington Federation of State
Employees at its 29th biennial con: vention in Olympia Sept. 26-28. Ser: ving a two-year term, she is a
member of a five-person executive
. committee serving 14,000 union
members.

Classified Ads

Management 8ociety

Drummer and Bassist needed for
There will be an "Administrative Management Society" meeting Oct. formation of rock group. Call·
·28, at 7:00 in room 204 of the SUB. All new people are invited to attend. 963-3478 for more information.
There will be a pizza-feed following the meeting!
ELECTROLYSIS
Permanent removal of unwanted
hair..Private _and· conf~dential. For
more information call Midge Stanley,
.
.
. 925-4353.
College and umvers1ty students may win up to $1,000 in Scholarship · ·- - - - - - - - - - - Awards by commg up with an original and practical idea based on the use ." 1 ddressf.rs wanted immediately!
of polystyrene foam~ The Fourth Annual EPS Scholarship Awards Com- : .\· or k at home-no experience
· · \~·~c~tssarNy
J?ay ·
petition, sponsored
by the Expanded Polystyrene Division of the Sol\iety
.
'"'
n e:
a-t~celllSent
iona ervice
of the Plastics Industry, challenges inventive minds to design workable
9041 Mansfield '
worthwhile new products using expanded polystyrene as an important
Suite 2004
. .
•
Shreveport, Louisiana 71118
element. ,
•

•

Plastic scho"/arships

The EPS Scholarship Awards Competition offers three cash
prizes-$1,000 First Award, $500 Second Award, and $200 Third Award.
Honorable Mention plaques are given for Fourth and Fifth runners-up.
A . b~ochure describing the contest requirements, and including a
prelumnary ~ntry form, is a~ailable from the Dean's office or by writing
to: . The Society of the Plastics Industry, 3150 Des Plaines Avenue, Des
Plames, IL 60018.
The competition will be judged during the Expanded Polystrene Division Annual Conference March 5, 1981.

Three ga/Joners
Three people have earned "galloner" certificates during the last two
Red Cross blood drawings. Sandy Hornung, Carrol Lehman, and.Suzanne
Orcutt have donated eight or more pints of blood and they will be receiving certificates and pins.
Awards will be presented at the next Red Cross Blood Drawing scheduled for Wednesday, Oct. 29 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. New personal record
cards will be available also. This drawing's quota will be 160 pints. The
blood~drawing is sponsored by the Central Health Club. Gene Durall is
floating coordinator.

Phi Beta Lambda
Do you want to learn more about business careers and leadership
development? Central's Phi Beta Lambda business chapter (Future
Business Leaders) is just the organization for you.
Phi Beta Lambda is a national organization for college students prepa1 ing for a career in business and who are interested in developing leadership qualities. All students currently enrolled in a business class are encouraged to attend. The next meeting will be held Wednesday, Oct. 29, at
4:·oo p.m. in SUB 204-205.

Shuttle Bus
As a service to students living in university housing, The housing

department provides a shuttle bus from the Greyhound bus depot to campus. The shuttle bus will meet incoming buses between the hours of 3: 15
and 8:40 p.m. on a Sunda~ or a holida~rior to classes.
If there are any questions, students should call the housing office ·
(963-1831).

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES~
Research catalog--306 pages·-10, 27 8
descriptive listings--Rush $1.00
(refundable).
Box 25097G, Los
Angeles 90025. (213)477-8.
OVERSEAS JOBS·Summer/year
round Europe, S. Amer., Australia,
Asia. All Fields $500-$1200 monthly,
expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free Information, ,write IJC Box 52-W A3,
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns.
.Call William, evenings at 925·5937.
The Femisnist Women's Health
Center provides free pregnancy
screening and abortions. For further
information or appointment call
575·6422.
Wanted to Rent
Garage space for Datsun 510 near
Walnut North. Please call 962-6383.

'
FOR SALE
Canopy. Was used on short-ho~
Ford pickup. Could be used on., •i:idard size pickup. A-1 condition, ~ wo
interior lights, storage compartm,•£1:.
insulated. Was camper for SJ:•aa
family. Good as new. $450. Phl w:
962-9405.

Buy or sell with classifie<l
ads. Only $1 for 10 word~
and 5 cents for each additional word. Cash with
_copy.
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Playground safety
Harris and Rowe categorically
noted they could not promise
whether, when, or how the repairs
to the playground would be made,
emphasizing, "there is no provision in the next two-year budget for
comprehensive repairs and no
money for buying new equipment
because it is very expensive."
Both supervisor Harris and
manager Rowe explained that
because of the cost, the process of
replacing recreation equipment is
a slow and painful one. They said
to repair or replace the playground
equipment their office would have
b submit a requisition to the Purchasing Office. The Purchasing Oface wmmt urn place another requisition for bids with different
equipment vendors. When the vendors reply, the bids would be referred to Housing and Maintenance
for evaluation.' 'From the time the
requisition is placed to the time
bids come back it can be anywhere
from a day to months." both Harris and Rowe noted, "and from
then to the time equipment is
delivetred could be another six
months." Perhaps to justify their
case, both officers cited a recent
case when "an order for furniture
took six months to fufill." There
was no explanation, however, why
the maintenance office had
neglected the playground equipmen t to reach the present
dangerous state.
·
Delays for equipment delivery or
no delays, the deteriorated shape
of the playground may trigger off.
several questions-perhaps questions involving legal issues between the residents of the apartments and the university ad-

ministration, questions of responsibility, liability and so on. Without
discussing these questions at
length, a mere glimpse at the past
statistics of playground accidents
may throw some serious light on
the issue.
When eontacted, Russell Stubbles, Assistant Professor of
Leisure Services Program· noted
that "each year in America, 90,000
children are sufficiently injuried
on unsafe playgrounds as _to be
recorded.'' Professor Stubbles said
that the Consumer Product Safety
Commission {CSPC) had become
so concerned that it would put out
new guide lines for playground
safety this fall. These guide lines,
the product of six years of
deliberation by CSPC, will be introduced at the same time new
tested, safe playground equipment
is put on the market.
In a separate interview last
Wednesday, Rowe had promising
news. He said the maintenance office was "in the process of calling"
some equipment dealers in Seattle
and Spokane to "see how quickly
and conveniently the playground
can be put back to standard."
When the Crier visited the
playground again, a 11 the entrances had been firmly closed,
faulty parts on the swing sets
removed, and the entire slide set
pulled away by Housing . and
Maintenance. In practical terms,
the playground had been put (l'~t of
use. Asked why this had been done,
supervisor Harris remarked, ''If
the immediate issue was safety,
now the playground is safe."

'
•
just look like one.

Be a ghost, or

Dead Book Sale

Horror, suspense and related scarry
novels all are on sale at a frightening
price!
Halloween Books $20% Off

rtOOPOt~~r~
•
•

The University Store
10% OFF
On Trade Book

•

•

of your choice

•

•

Gift Books

Halloween Books

Leftover textbooks that only a
student could love ... at a price that
is unworldly!
Hardback Editions $2.00
Paperback Editions $1.00

I

•

:oCfOBER:
••••••••••••••••••

Film Processing

GUARDIAN
PHOTO DIV

October 30 through November 1,
1980, Guardian Photo Divisio11 is
offering $2.39-$8.60 values on sale
for a thrilling pric~ of only $1.89.

Sheets

Be. a ghost - or just look like one ·for only a few pumpkin seeds!
Used Bedsheets $2.50 a piece

Prices marked on books will average
50% off the original publisher's retail
price. In some cases it will be as
much as a 75% discount. Gift Books 50% to 75% Off

